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CHAIR’S REPORT
To say the last year has been challenging 
would be a gross understatement. 
From members to students and all points 
in between – supporters, Council, 
IMW committees, the executive team – 
the year has presented a litany of disruptions, 
difficulties and in some cases, tragedies.

I want to acknowledge the courage, tolerance and resilience of so 
many in the IMW circle. We have dealt with the 2020 MW exam and 
stage one assessment cancellation and its postponement in 2021. 
Yet, the educators have delivered top-grade distance learning for 
both theory and practical students, applauded worldwide. 

We have faced difficult decisions regarding the 2022 symposium 
and successfully negotiated a reframing of those plans that 
should see an event now delivered in 2023 and a new supporter 
relationship with Wine Australia and pathway to a rescheduled 
symposium in Adelaide 2026. 

Many of us have endured lockdown upon lockdown, which has 
led to members finding new ways to conduct their business 
dealings. In turn, our executive team, working with many across 
the membership, have created platforms for the web-based 
dissemination of world-class wine industry information to an 
engaged and increasing global audience, covering an enormous 
spectrum of topics.

The immediate Covid crisis is far from over, and its effects shall 
undoubtedly continue to impact us all through the coming year. 
But we are finding pathways to a workable ‘new normal’, and as 
an organisation, we have faced significant challenges and come 
through unbowed. 

I certainly look forward to sharing some in-person ‘wine 
moments’ with all of you as this new year unfolds, and I hope in 
the meantime that you are finding your paths back into the world 
and that the IMW at least provides some sense of belonging, that 
helps you chart that course.

Neil	Hadley	MW	(Australia)

COUNCIL

EX-OFFICIO	MEMBERS

Jean-Michel	Valette	MW
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IMW Executive Director

Natasha	Hughes	MW
Cellar Master
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S 
REPORT
At the last AGM, we described how the 
IMW was prepared for a year of challenge.  
However, I cannot believe that anybody 
envisaged that we would still be battling the 
pandemic across the globe. Consequently, 
we have reviewed and revised our plans month 
by month and slowly migrated from delivering 
activities in-person to a remote working 
environment. As with all businesses, 
2020 has been a year like no other.

Against this background, whilst many of our competitors scaled 
back their activities, the IMW has remained as active as ever. 
This is testament to the commitment, skills and downright 
resilience of the MW community and the executive team, 
who ensured that the IMW remained ‘open for business’ during 
this unprecedented time.

We all understand the incredible effort it takes to succeed in 
becoming an MW. Hence we committed to providing the best 
possible learning experience under the circumstances to ensure 
that all students had the chance to complete their academic year 
and participate in the stage one assessment (S1A) or stage two 
closed-book exam. Natasha Hughes MW has led much of the 
migration to an online learning programme, for whom we remain 
indebted, and this work will put education in a strong position 
as we move into 2021-22. As I write, we have now completed the 
S1A and the stage two exam. Whilst respecting the absolute need 
for integrity, Covid made us recognise the need to bring the exam 
to the students. So we offered more venues to ensure everyone 
had the best opportunity to complete the year as planned.  
All of which sounds easy in theory, but given the daily evolution 
of the virus coupled with the demands of students, it is hard to 
thank enough the efforts of the IMW education team lead by 
Sarah Harrison. Little did they know that becoming masters 
of re-bottling and global shipping of samples would become 
a key part of their job description!

As the office adapted to the move to home working, we have also 
evolved our events to an online environment. I am delighted by 
the levels of participation we are receiving for our webinar series. 
In addition, we have implemented a bespoke cloud-based 
accounting system to ensure that we can manage the business 
remotely and effectively. And with all of these changes, we have 

still kept a sense of humour whilst maintaining and driving forward new initiatives, 
be that through diversity scholarships, a commitment to sustainability, membership 
survey and a general update of the glorious activities of the membership. 
Thanks are due, therefore, to every member of the executive team.

Within this rapidly evolving environment, we have also been at pains to include our 
supporters in our communications. They are also battling with the ravages of Covid, 
but have remained steadfast and resolute in support of our activities. Long may this 
continue, and we thank them all.    

Finally, I must mention three incredible servants of the IMW, Laura Evans MW, 
Jean-Michel Valette MW and Stephen Skelton MW, who will be stepping down from 
their roles at the AGM. It is only due to their hard work and commitment over many 
years that the IMW has been able to withstand the many challenges thrown our way. 
Although I hadn’t anticipated having to write another report at the beginning of the 
year, I would like to thank everyone for their support. Although we may not think 
so now, the IMW’s ability to adapt, evolve, challenge itself and learn in response to 
genuine operational issues ensures that the future will remain very bright indeed. 

Adrian	Garforth	MW	(UK)

EXECUTIVE	TEAM

Nancy	Johnson
North America 

Administrator (Napa)

Patrick	O’Reilly
Exam and Research Paper 

Coordinator (London)

Sarah	Kirkpatrick
Head of Marketing, Comms 
and Membership (London)

Belinda	Eaton
Events Officer

(London)

Kara	Tonitto
Marketing and 

Communications Officer 
(London)

Daleen	Halford
Finance Manager

(London)

Charlotte	Dean
Finance Officer

(London)

Luke	Stephen
Office Coordinator

(London)

Robyn	Harris
Support Officer

(London)

Sarah	Harrison
Head of Study Programme 
and Development (London)

Sarah	Bradshaw
Australasia Administrator

(Adelaide)

John	Callaghan
Education Support Officer

(London)

Adrian	Garforth	MW
Executive Director

(London)
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THE NEW MASTERS OF WINE
From August 2020 to February 2021, the IMW welcomed 26 
new MWs to the membership. 

AUGUST	2020

Mike	Best	MW	(UK)

Mike is a native Yorkshireman whose career started at ASDA’s wine department 
in Leeds with Philippa Carr MW, who inspired him to start the MW journey. 
Subsequently, he worked for PLB wine agency, working with supermarkets, 
particularly on their own-label wine ranges and completing his WSET Diploma. 
He spent four years employed by the WSET working with programme providers 
and industry groups to grow wine education in the South-East of England. 
Here he also completed the WSET educator programme and teaches Diploma 
sessions at the WSET school in Bermondsey. Currently, he works for Boutinot, 
which owns Henners Vineyard in East Sussex and wineries in Macon, the Rhone, 
and South Africa. Mike works with independent wine retailers but also on marketing 
and broader projects in the business. He has worked in vintages in England and the 
Adelaide Hills. He lives in Lewes, East Sussex, close to many of the key producers 
in English wine and is a keen judge at many UK wine competitions.

Research	paper: An investigation into the current cellar door practices of 
Great Britain’s wine producers. What part might they play in the future growth 
of the industry?

Nick	Bielak	MW	(UK)

After several forays to Italy, Nick emigrated to Puglia in 1996 and became 
involved in wine, working for a Pugliese winery until 2003. He then returned 
to London to work for a national importer/distributor as an Italian specialist 
for two years. Since 2006, he has worked with Nicolas Belfrage MW at Vinexus, 
with whom he roams Italy’s vast expanse of DOCs and DOCGs, from Alto Adige 
to Puglia Valtellina to Sicilia, consulting with producers, enologists and exporting 
Italian wine to over ten countries worldwide. He currently spends half his time 
in Italy and half in London. 

Research	paper: An investigation into the challenges faced by the Prosecco DOC 
producers since 2010.

Beans	Boughton	MW	(UAE)

Beans is a wine buyer based in the UAE, working for MMI as a fine wine category 
manager. Beans is a confident communicator, eager to engage with fellow 
consumers at all stages of their wine journeys. Beans’ passion for wine began 
rummaging around Gloucestershire wine cellars at a young age. After studying 
Ancient History at UCL, his professional engagement with wine started at Oddbins. 
Following a foray into the world of banking, Beans joined the team at Planet 
of the Grapes, completing the WSET Diploma in 2009 and moving from van driver 
to running a fine wine shop, bar and restaurant in the City. He gained experience 
buying wine in the cash and carry and wholesale distribution sectors before moving 
to the UAE to join MMI.

Research	paper: Examining the impact of market visits by winery principals on 
brand performance in the premium on-trade channel in Dubai. 

Duane	Coates	MW	(Australia)

Duane has a long-held passion for Australian and international wines. He expanded 
his knowledge with vintages in Burgundy, the Rhone Valley and the Douro Valley. 
Exposure to European wines and winemaking has given Duane a broad perspective 
on techniques and wines styles. Other passions include archery, motorcycles 
and music.

Research	paper: Methods of preserving freshness in opened bottles of wine. 

Jacqueline	Cole	Blisson	MW	(Canada)

Jacqueline (Jacky) is a Canadian wine writer, educator, and consultant. 
If one counts the adolescent years she spent nosing old Bordeaux with her father 
and poring over Hugh Johnson tomes, Jacky has been immersed in the world of 
wine for over 30 years. After obtaining a bachelor of arts degree in communication 
studies at Concordia University, Montréal, Jacky moved to Burgundy to pursue 
a career in wine. While completing an advanced masters in wine science and 
international trade at the CFPPA de Beaune and AgroSup Dijon, Jacky worked 
harvest seasons in Beaune and Walker Bay, South Africa. During her 11-year 
sojourn in France, Jacky held successive positions as UK and North American 
export sales manager for Burgundy fine wine brokerage Domaine Wines and 
major Southern Rhône Valley winery Gabriel Meffre. Since returning to Montréal, 
Jacky has focused on sharing her passion for fine wine through her freelance 
wine writing, speaking engagements, judging, and her wine education YouTube 
video series. Jacky is proud to be the first Master of Wine in the province of 
Québec, Canada.

Research	paper: A study into Ontario’s quest for global fine wine recognition.
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Róisín	Curley	MW	(Ireland)

Róisín holds a BSc in pharmacy and an MSc in viticulture and oenology. In 2015 
she established her micro-négociant business, Maison Róisín Curley, in Burgundy. 
A négociant vinificateur, she produces wine in small quantities from carefully 
selected parcels from various appellations throughout Burgundy. Róisín divides her 
time between Burgundy and her beloved County Mayo, in the west of Ireland, where 
she works alongside her brother Mark as a pharmacist in their family business.

Research	paper: A scientific study comparing the influence of three different 
strains of Oenococcus oeni on malolactic fermentation kinetics and chemical 
properties relating to the colour and flavour of Pinot Noir wine from Burgundy.

Tracey	Dobbin	MW	(France)

Tracey is a Newfoundlander based in Bordeaux since 2011. She is a wine educator 
and consultant buyer in Canada and France. Her company Autour du Vin offers 
a range of wine education, including WSET courses and wine tours throughout 
Europe. She is also the co-owner of Les 3 Cavistes, an importing agency in Canada. 
Tracey holds an MBA in wine management and marketing (INSEEC Bordeaux) 
and an MSc (McMaster University and Dalhousie University). Tracey is an avid 
distance runner and spends most of her free time chasing after her two-year-old 
daughter. Her favourite way to enjoy a glass of wine is at a kitchen island with 
family and friends.

Research	paper: Dry white wines from Grand Cru Classé Sauternes: Perceptions 
of négociants, châteaux and key market retailers on the market performance and 
market potential of these wines.

Heidi	Iren	Hansen	MW	(Norway)

Heidi lives and works in Oslo. She manages all wine courses and education 
at the Culinary Academy of Norway and teaches both the sommelier education 
and all levels of WSET. She started as a cook, completed her sommelier education 
in 2009 and worked as a sommelier for five years before her current job. Heidi 
loves running courses focusing on food and wine in combination for wine 
enthusiasts and connoisseurs. Heidi also participated in various competitions 
and held medals from the Norwegian and Nordic sommelier championships 
when working as a sommelier.

Research	paper: Online wine tasting courses in Norway. Examining the 
quality of corrective feedback through an online platform and the opportunities 
for development.

Christophe	Heynen	MW	(Belgium)

Christophe is the founder and managing director of Gustoworld, a leading (fully 
C02-neutral) fine world wine importer with extensive activity in Belgium and 
France. He is also the owner of several wine import companies in these countries. 
Christophe is an alumnus of the Ecole Hôtelière de Lausanne (EHL), Switzerland, 
from which he graduated in 1998 with a BSc in hotel and restaurant management. 
After a career in the hospitality industry in Canada and the US, Christophe returned 
to Europe to start his wine business. Christophe loves discovering world food and 
wine cultures and is a member and former president of several entrepreneur 
associations. His passion for wine led him to the WSET Diploma, and he joined 
the MW programme in 2015. Christophe is based in Belgium with his wife and 
two children.

Research	paper: An analysis of the use of crowdfunding methods as a tool 
for financing new vineyard and winery projects worldwide from the perspective 
of wine entrepreneurs.

Annette	Lacey	MW	(Australia)

Annette has extensive management and operational experience across all 
levels of restaurants and hospitality venues. She is currently the group beverage 
manager for Solotel, a large and diverse hospitality group in Sydney. She has 
held similar roles, developing her skills as a restaurant manager and sommelier 
for international hotel groups and award-winning fine dining restaurants across 
traditional, modern and Asian cuisines. She has completed all levels of WSET and 
is a certified educator focusing on the development of the next generation through 
the delivery of wine courses in the Australian market. Other accolades include 
winning the prestigious 2014 Vin de Champagne Award (Professional) and being 
selected for the highly prized Len Evans tutorial. She also has experience as an 
associate judge at numerous wine shows around the country and participates in 
trade and educational tastings, presentations and masterclasses. 

Research	paper: An investigation into whether the Tasmanian GI should be 
sub-divided.

Ido	Lewinsohn	MW	(Israel)	

Ido is an Israeli winemaker. He studied viticulture and oenology in Italy, interned 
at San Guido’s Sassicaia and travelled extensively before working across Italy, 
France and Australia. He returned to Israel in 2007 to become a winemaker 
and became head winemaker of Recanati Winery in time. That same year, 
he established Lewinsohn Winery in his family’s garage, producing his ‘Garage 
de Papa’ wines. In 2017, Ido was appointed head winemaker of Barkan – Segal 
Wine Cellars, Israel’s largest producer. Ido lives outside the city with his wife 
and two daughters.

Research	paper: Grapevine leafroll virus crisis in Israel. How has the industry been 
affected and what is it doing to combat the disease?
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William	Lowe	MW	(UK)

William is the master distiller and co-founder (along with his wife and business 
partner, Lucy) of Cambridge Distillery. His 22-year drinks industry career has seen 
him working in various fields, from bartender to restaurant manager, wholesaler, 
to educator. Despite his specialism in spirits, William was awarded the inaugural 
Wines from Spain Master of Wine scholarship prize following his achievements 
in the WSET Diploma. The continuing theme in his career has been the effort to 
draw the world of wines and spirits closer together, something he is a step closer 
towards with the title Master of Wine.

Research	paper: Does wine tasting education improve performance in qualitative 
assessment of spirits?

Geoffrey	Moss	MW	(Canada)

Geoffrey is the principal of Lithica Wine Marketing, a boutique branding and 
marketing agency with a focus on direct-to-consumer sales and marketing. 
After graduating with a degree in political science from McGill University, 
Geoffrey took the only logical next step and enrolled in a winemaking and viticulture 
programme. His approach to sales and marketing is informed by working for some 
of the leading wineries in Canada along with his experience both in the vineyard 
and cellar. Geoffrey takes a customer-centric approach with the aim of elevating 
brands by creating long-term brand ambassadors. He is also a wine writer 
and critic, with contributions to Gismondi on Wine. Geoffrey resides in British 
Columbia’s Okanagan Valley.

Research	paper: A case study: Factors affecting wine club termination for nine 
California wineries.

Ray	O’Connor	MW	(UK)

Born and raised in Ireland, Ray found his passion for wine when working in a Dublin 
restaurant. On discovering his new vocation, he applied himself wholeheartedly 
to wine studies. He won the George O’Malley Trophy for the highest tasting paper 
in Ireland in the WSET Diploma exam before moving to London, where he worked 
as a sommelier for Gordon Ramsay. The six years spent working as commercial 
manager for the International Wine Challenge enabled him to train his palate for 
the practical paper of the MW exam and was also selected for the AXA Millésimes 
scholarship. Over the years, Ray has been a wine judge, ran his wine school and 
won the Young Wine Writer of the Year Award in 2007. Since 2013, he has been 
the wine director for Naked Wines UK and spends a lot of time in wine regions 
worldwide sourcing new winemakers, with a keen focus on quality control. 
His other passions largely revolve around running, music and Guinness.

Research	paper: An investigation into the chemical and sensory elements in the 
use of specific inactivated yeast in bulk-shipped Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc.

Adam	Porter	MW	(UK)

Adam first became interested in wine whilst reading history at Oxford University 
and participating in the university’s varsity blind tasting competition. Adam now has 
15 years of experience in the wine industry gained in various buying and marketing 
roles. Most recently, he was purchasing and channel strategy director at Jascots, 
an award-winning importer and wholesaler specialised in supplying the quality 
independent on-trade in and around London. Previously, he was at Sainsbury’s 
supermarkets in the trading team and started his career with a spell managing 
stores for Majestic Wine. Outside of work, Adam enjoys practising yoga and rowing 
on the Thames.

Research	paper: Can premium wines be marketed in single serve cans in the UK 
retail market?

Louise	Wilson	MW	(Canada)

Louise has worked in several different fields during her career, including export, 
retail, hospitality, and education. Louise holds a BSc from the University of Calgary, 
a WSET Diploma and is a certified sommelier with the ISG. One of the highlights of 
her journey to becoming a Master of Wine was the honour of receiving the Yalumba 
scholarship and having the opportunity to visit Australia’s oldest family-owned 
winery. Louise lives in the Niagara region in Canada and is especially passionate 
about Canadian wine.

Research	paper: An investigation into consumer attitudes toward vegan and 
vegetarian wine in Canada.

FEBRUARY	2021

James	Doidge	MW	(UK)

James is the buyer and managing director at specialist importer, the Wine Treasury 
in London, where over the last 20 years, he has developed a particular speciality 
in the wines of North America. He graduated in French and German at Durham 
University but believes his childhood holidays spent in the Beaujolais and the 
south of France did more for his wine career than the study of 17th-century French 
tragedy or German Expressionist theatre. In contrast, his introduction to the Napa 
Valley in his early days as a West-End casino wine buyer was career-changing. 
He lives in Hampshire, where he is often to be found somewhere on a road bike.

Research	paper: The evolution of Grenache Noir in California: trends in production 
and opportunities for the future.
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Gabriele	Gorelli	MW	(Italy)

Gabriele is a wine expert, designer and brand builder born and raised in Montalcino, 
Tuscany. Gabriele can trace his wine roots back to his grandfather, the smallest 
renowned producer of Brunello di Montalcino. With a degree in foreign languages 
and a strong passion for marketing, in 2004, he founded Brookshaw&Gorelli, a 
design agency specialising in fine wine visual communication. In 2015, he founded 
a separate wine sales and marketing consultancy company, KH Wines, with clients 
ranging from wineries to importers and fine dining restaurants. He regularly 
attends national and international wine competitions as a presenter and judge. 
Gabriele speaks Italian, English and French with basic proficiency in German. 
Gabriele is an avid traveller and likes to disconnect and recharge his batteries 
with trail running and practising Ashtanga yoga.

Research	paper: Quercetin precipitation in Brunello di Montalcino. What are the 
organic fining options to prevent this phenomenon occurring in bottle?

Susan	Lin	MW	(US)

Susan is the head of wine expertise for online fine wine retailer Belmont 
Wine Exchange in the San Francisco Bay Area, serving customers worldwide. 
As a consultant, she curates wine collections, designs wine programmes, 
and specialises in wine and spirits music pairings and events. Susan completed 
the WSET Diploma while working as a programme manager in the high-tech 
industry, during which she lived and travelled extensively in East Asia. A lifelong 
devotee of music, Susan is a classical pianist and holds a master of fine arts in 
classical piano performance and musicology. She has performed internationally 
as a Chinese classical and folk dancer. Susan also works with performing arts 
organisations to grow their audiences through innovative programming and events, 
integrating wine whenever possible. Her joy is to create memorable experiences 
through wine and the performing arts.

Research	paper: Influences of classical music on the perception of a Brut 
non-vintage Champagne.

Moritz	Nikolaus	Lueke	MW	(Germany)

Moritz grew up in Berlin and left the city for his first wine experience and harvestat 
Georg Breuer winery in 2001. During his oenology studies at Geisenheim University, 
where he graduated in 2006, he gained experience working for wineries in the Yarra 
Valley, the Nahe, Rheingau, in Pouilly Fume and on Crete. In the early stages of web 
2.0, he worked as an account manager and editor at Wein-Plus.de, followed by six 
years as category manager for wines and spirits with the international franchise 
chain VOM FASS. This was followed by five years with Schlumberger and Segnitz, 
where he worked as a buyer and brand manager specialising in fine wine from Italy, 
France, Germany, and the new world. Currently, Moritz works for the Wein Service 
Bonn group as managing director for German and Austrian wines. Outside of work, 
he enjoys a wide array of music, food and socialising with friends.

Research	paper: Arrived with COVID-19, here to stay? Experiences of German 
wineries with online wine tastings.

Sophie	Parker-Thomson	MW	(New	Zealand)

Sophie is a wine producer and wine industry consultant based in Marlborough. 
Raised in the New Zealand wine regions of Gisborne and Central Otago, 
winemaking and hospitality were endemic to Sophie’s upbringing. While gaining 
a law degree and admission to the bar, she felt the inevitable pull back to the 
wine industry, moving to Marlborough for the 2011 harvest where she met her 
now-husband, Matt. Together they founded their premium wine venture, Blank 
Canvas, in 2013, crafting small-batch wines from single vineyard sites in 
Marlborough, Central Otago and the Gimblett Gravels®, Hawkes Bay. Their recently 
launched consultancy business, Lock, Stock & Barrel, provides comprehensive 
wine industry consulting services spanning vine to bottle. Sophie ordinarily 
travels multiple times a year to Europe for work, including for vintage. A zealous 
advocate of the quality and sub-regional diversity of New Zealand and particularly 
Marlborough wines, Sophie has also been a New Zealand consultant to the World 
Atlas of Wine (8th ed.). She also enjoys writing, 
wine educating and judging.

Research	paper: What is the relationship between the use of sulphur dioxide 
and biogenic amine levels in wine?

Álvaro	Ribalta	Millán	MW	(Spain)

Originally from Barcelona, Álvaro moved to London in 2006 after completing his 
undergraduate degree in mechanical engineering. His wine passion developed over 
several years, working in restaurants and wine bars in the UK capital. Over the 
years that followed, Álvaro studied all WSET qualifications, finishing his Diploma 
in 2014, for which he won the Lustau and Derouet Jameson scholarships. In 2011, 
Álvaro completed a master’s degree in engineering management and completed 
the final thesis in a wine bottling plant in Veneto, Italy. He has been working for 
Indigo Wine since 2014, currently as business development director, and has done 
harvest work in Bierzo, Douro, Jerez, and Uco Valley. Álvaro speaks four languages, 
and outside of wine, he enjoys running, playing football, cooking, travelling, and 
spending time with his young family in Spain, where he is now based.

Research	paper: An analysis of the different labelling options for traditional 
method sparkling wines in the region of Penedès.
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Tze	Sam	MW	(UK)

Born and raised in Singapore, Tze completed her undergraduate degree in English 
literature at Oxford, followed by a master’s in management at the London Business 
School. Since then, Tze has been carving her path in advertising, advising leading 
global brands on their digital marketing strategies. This has included several 
businesses in the wine, beer, and spirits sectors. After stints at Fetch Media and 
within the Dentsu Aegis Network, Tze is currently a client partner at Jellyfish, 
where she heads up the mobile and app marketing team. Her interest in wine 
started early in Singapore, where she was a frequent interloper at tastings and 
dinners at august wine societies. This fascination with wine continued to develop 
at university and beyond. She weaves alongside work her role as president of the 
Oxford and Cambridge Alumni Wine Society, running a calendar of producer-led 
tastings in London while also consulting on wine buying and food pairing for select 
restaurants.

Research	paper: ‘A bottle of good solid edifying Port… (and) this plaguy French 
Claret’: investigating the political, economic, and social significance of wine 
drinking and intoxication in eighteenth-century English literature.

Melissa	Saunders	MW	(US)

Melissa, a native New Yorker, obtained a degree in English literature from the 
University of Colorado at Boulder. Post-grad, she moved to Italy, where she caught 
the food and wine bug. Law school landed Melissa back in New York, where 
she enrolled in WSET Diploma classes, ate, and drank well whenever possible. 
Melissa’s first introduction to the wine business was practising law with a firm 
specialised in alcohol beverage regulation. In 2009, she started Communal Brands, 
a wine import and distribution company. The portfolio consists of small growers 
committed to environmentally responsible practices in the vineyard and winery. 
Expanding on a commitment to sustainability, she recently started up Wine Queen, 
a consulting business that focuses on environmentally responsible wine packaging. 
When she is not being a mum of two or working, you will find her running 
long distances. Despite a demanding schedule, she always finds time for good 
Champagne.

Research	paper: Could the environmental impact of wine packaging affect 
purchasing decisions of retail wine buyers in New York City?

Kryss	Speegle	MW	(US)

Kryss is a US-based winemaker, educator, and sales professional. She has an 
MS in food science/oenology from UC Davis and a WSET Diploma. Her winemaking 
experience includes harvests in Napa Valley, Germany and New Zealand and 
extensive work in California’s coastal and interior regions. Since 2011 Kryss has 
worked with O’Neill Vintners and Distillers, one of California’s leading and fastest-
growing wine and spirits producers. She has held leadership roles in winemaking, 
sales, and business development. She also teaches at the Napa Valley Wine 
Academy, where her classes include the WSET curriculum and custom-designed 
programmes for private clients. Kryss lives in the San Francisco Bay Area with 
her husband and daughter.

Research	paper: What factors impacted the presence of American wines on US 
wine lists during the period 1900-1950?

Clare	Tooley	MW	(US)

Clare lives in California with her husband and two sons. She is the director 
of wine development for Lionstone International, sourcing for national wine clubs, 
including the Wall Street Journal, Laithwaites, Virgin, TCM, NPR and National 
Geographic. She began her wine life in London with John Armit Wines after 
completing a French and Spanish degree and choral scholarship at Clare College, 
Cambridge University. Joining Direct Wines Ltd as a buyer in 2000, she moved 
to France in 2006. She lived near Bordeaux for eight years, managing the group’s 
winery and travelling extensively in North America, Europe, and Asia. Clare 
is a Champagne Academician (class of 2004) and has been inducted as a Chevalier 
of Burgundy, Bordeaux, and Champagne.

Research	paper: An investigation into the impact of cannabis production on 
viticulture in Sonoma County.
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EVENTS COMMITTEE 
(EUROPE) CHAIR’S REPORT
Unsurprisingly, the IMW shifted its focus to 
virtual events over the past year. While in-
person events such as the annual Bordeaux 
tasting were unable to take place, EventsCom 
continued to grow the public webinar series 
which has proved to be popular with an 
audience regularly spanning 50 countries. 

Since July 2020 a further 15 webinars have been added to the 
series including a popular collection of five events exploring 
sustainability: an initiative of Caroline Hermann MW and 
Jane Masters MW on behalf of the sustainability committee. 
Appreciation goes to the fellow Masters of Wine, supporters and 
the industry experts who have volunteered their time to speak 
on these panels and provide wines for the virtual tastings. 

Moving forward, EventsCom expects virtual and hybrid event 
offerings to become a staple of the event calendar and we look 
forward to continuing to evolve these offerings. Equally we are 
excited to return to hosting in-person events once more with the 
much-anticipated Bordeaux tasting (2016 vintage) rescheduled for 
December and further events in the works.

Anne	McHale	MW	(UK)

EVENTSCOM
EventsCom is divided into two committees (Europe and North America) 
and is responsible for devising a calendar of IMW events throughout the 
year that are available to MWs, MW students and the public to attend.

EUROPE

Robin	Kick	MW Regine	Lee	MW Annette	Scarfe	MW Emma	Symington	MWSarah	Kirkpatrick
IMW Head of Marketing, 

Comms and Membership

Anne	McHale	MW
Chair

Pedro	Ballesteros	
Torres	MW

Richard	Bampfield	MW Adrian	Garforth	MW
IMW Executive Director

Belinda	Eaton
IMW Events Officer

NORTH	AMERICA

Doug	Frost	MW Sheryl	Sauter	Morano	MW Mark	de	Vere	MWNancy	Johnson
IMW North America 

Administrator

Timothy	Marson	MW
Chair

Joel	Butler	MW Dilek	Caner	MW Amy	Christine	MW Charles	Curtis	MW

Lisa	Granik	MW
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WEBINAR SERIES
WHAT	IS	IN	STORE	FOR	THE	
UK	WINE	INDUSTRY?
30	July	2020
Moderator: Stephen Skelton MW

Panel: Stephen Duckett (Hundred Hills 
Winery), Mark Harvey (Chapel Down Wines Plc), 
Justin Howard-Sneyd MW (Hart of Gold English 
Sparkling Wine) and Paul Murray (Cornerstone 
US Wine Imports Inc).

WHAT’S	NEW	IN	THE	
PINOT	WORLD?
6	August	2020
Moderator: Meg Brodtmann MW

Panel: Fran Austin (Delamere Vineyards, 
Tasmania, AUS), Jane Cooper (Greytown Urban 
Winery, Wairarapa, NZ), Nadine Cross (Peregrine 
Wines Limited, Central Otago, NZ) and Kathy 
McBride (Filigree & Stone and Walter Scott Wine).

PERCEPTIONS	OF	BORDEAUX	
EN	PRIMEUR
29	September	2020
Moderator: Harriet Tindal MW

Panel: Robert Cottin (Dubos Negociants), 
Anthony Maxwell (Livex), Thomas Parker MW 
(Farr Vintners) and Basile Tesseron (Château 
Lafon Rochet).

IMPACT	OF	CLIMATE	CHANGE	
ON	THE	GLOBAL	WINE	TRADE
17	February	2021
Episode one of sustainability collection

Moderator: Jane Masters MW

Panel: Dr Greg Jones (Evenstad Center for Wine 
Education), Lulie Halstead (Wine Intelligence) 
and Mike Veseth (Wine Economist).

FURMINT	AND	BEYOND	–	AN	
UPDATE	ON	HUNGARIAN	WINE
23	February	2021
Moderator: Caroline Gilby MW

Panel: Krisztina Csetvei (Csetvei Cellar, Mór), 
Mónika Debreczeni (Vylyan winery, Villány), 
Elizabeth Gabay MW and Izabella Zwack 
(Dobogó winery, Tokaj and Zwack and Co).

LABELLING	AND	TRANSPARENCY
2	March	2021
Moderator: Pedro Ballesteros Torres MW

Panel: Pau Roca (OIV), Jancis Robinson OBE 
MW, Dr Ignacio Sánchez Recarte (CEEV), Richard 
Bampfield MW, Dominic Buckwell (WineGB) and 
Caroline Hermann MW.

FEMALE	HANDS	IN	
BULGARIAN	WINE
10	March	2021
Moderator: Caroline Gilby MW

Panel: Tanya Avramova (Bratanov winery), 
Katia Iontcheva (Ka&Ta Bulgarian wine 
catalogue), Emy Marinova (Burgozone winery) 
and Militza Zikatanova (Villa Melnik).

THE	GLOBAL	WINE	TRADE’S	
CARBON	FOOTPRINT	–	WHAT	IS	IT	
AND	HOW	CAN	IT	BE	REDUCED?
17	March	2021
Episode two of sustainability collection

Moderator: Jane Masters MW

Panel: Mike Barry (sustainability consultant and 
strategist), Sue Daniels (winemaker at Marks 
& Spencer, the world’s first major retailer to be 
certified carbon neutral), Chris Goodall (author 
of What we Need to Do Now: For a Zero Carbon 
Future) and Miguel A Torres (president of Familia 
Torres and founder of International Wineries for 
Climate Action).

SUSTAINABLE	WINE	PRODUCTION	
–	WHAT	IS	IT,	AND	HOW	DO	WE	
ACHIEVE	IT?
14	April	2021
Episode three of sustainability collection

Moderator: Jane Masters MW

Panel: Jess Baum (director of regenerative 
development and sustainability, Fetzer 
Vineyards), Corlea Fourie (vineyard and wine 
manager, Bosman Family Vineyards), Julien 
Gervreau (vice president sustainability, Jackson 
Family Wines) and Dr Irina Santiago-Brown 
(owner, Inkwell Wines & author of Sustainable 
Australia Winegrowing).

WINE	PACKAGING	–	WHAT	IS	THE	
MOST	SUSTAINABLE	OPTION?
12	May	2021
Episode four of sustainability collection

Moderator: Jane Masters MW

Mark Satchwell (MD, Greencroft Bottling 
Company Ltd, UK), Ulf Sjödin MW (head 
of category management, Systembolaget 
AB), Vitaliano Torno (president of business 
operations, O-I Europe and vice president, FEVE) 
and Kevin Vyse (head of technical rapid action 
packaging UK).

LEBANESE	WINES	–	A	FUTURE	
DESPITE	ALL	ODDS?
26	May	2021	
Included virtual tasting

Moderator: Caro Maurer MW

Panel: Gaston Hochar (general manager, 
Château Musar), Faouzi Issa (winemaker and 
managing director, Domaine des Tourelles), 
Elie Maamari (enologist, export manager, 
Chateau Ksara) and Diana Salamé (winemaker, 
Domaine Wardy).
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ECONOMIC	SUSTAINABILITY	
ACROSS	THE	VALUE	WINE	CHAIN
30	June	2021
Episode five of sustainability collection

Moderator: Caroline Hermann MW

Panel: Miles Omodei (chief marketing officer, 
Taylors Wines also known as Wakefield Wines) 
and Malcolm Preston (adjunct professor of  
social impact, Kellogg School of Management 
at Northwestern University).

BIOGENIC	AMINES	–	THE	IMPACT	
ON	WINE	SANITARY	STATUS	AND	
QUALITY
22	July	2021
Hosted with Lallemand

Moderator: Sam Harrop MW

Panel: Dr Patrick Luca, Dr. Sibylle Krieger-
Weber and Sophie Parker-Thomson MW.

THE	FINE	BURGUNDIAN	
SIDE	OF	AUSTRIA
10	August	2021	
Two sessions with virtual tasting, hosted 
with Austrian Wine

Panel: Annette Scarfe MW and Andreas 
Wickhoff MW

THE	SOUTH	AFRICAN	WINE	
INDUSTRY	–	THE	PATH	FORWARD
18	August	2021
Moderator: Cathy van Zyl MW

Panel: Ntsiki Biyela (winemaker and director, 
Alsina Wines), Carolyn Martin (co-owner and 
marketing director, Creation Wines), Mike 
Ratcliffe (managing partner and co-founder, 
Vilafonté; chairman, Stellenbosch Wine Routes 
and chairman, Visit Stellenbosch), Siobhan 
Thompson (CEO, Wines of South Africa).

You	can	watch	a	recording	of	all	the	webinars	
here:	www.mastersofwine.org/events/	
webinar-series

MW SOCIALS AND TRAINING
Three virtual socials have been hosted for members via Zoom with 
various sessions available to accommodate different time zones. 
The socials have provided an informal opportunity for members to catch 
up from home. Following feedback the later events have included an 
MW host to help emcee when necessary. Approximately 100 members 
have participated throughout with attendance ranging from 10-30 MWs 
for each event. In March 77 MWs participated in the first professional 
development event, a new initiative as a result of the members survey.

25	NOVEMBER	2020
VIRTUAL	SOCIAL
18:30	GMT	|	19:00	EST	|	19:00	AEST
No designated hosts

26	JANUARY	2021
VIRTUAL	SOCIAL
19:00	GMT
Hosted by Michelle Cherutti-Kowal MW

27	JANUARY	2021
VIRTUAL	SOCIAL
11:00	AEDT
Hosted by Debra Meiburg MW

16	MARCH	2021
VIRTUAL	SOCIAL:	WELCOMING	THE	
NEW	MWS
19:00	GMT
Hosted by Neil Hadley MW

17	MARCH	2021
VIRTUAL	SOCIAL:	WELCOMING	
THE	NEW	MWS
11:00	AEDT
Hosted by Neil Hadley MW

24	MARCH	2021
MAKE	A	VIRTUAL	IMPACT:	
COMMUNICATIONS	AND	CAMERA	
TRAINING
Moderators: Sarah Kirkpatrick (IMW head of 
marketing, communications and membership) 

and Belinda Eaton (IMW events officer)

Speaker: Sally Eden (communications 
expert/master practitioner in neuro linguistic 
programming)
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Konstantinos	Lazarakis	MW
Chair

TRIPS COMMITTEE 
CHAIR’S REPORT
In the last 18 months, TripsCom has been, 
hands down, the most unnecessary of all within 
the IMW. Financial insecurity, disease pressure, 
inability or unwillingness to travel and many 
other factors made long-term planning of most 
things, let alone official IMW visits, turn into 
an illusion.

IMW trips, at least in their current form, are made possible with 
the incredibly generous contribution of organisations hosting us. 
Therefore, involving them in a project with such a high degree 
of improbability was considered inappropriate.

We might be turning around the corner very soon. Or we might 
need a bit more time to have normality returning in our lives. 
We are not sure where we stand at this point, yet we are confident 
that the committee will, sooner or later, start planning several 
trips – an integral part of the ‘sense of belonging’ for MWs around 
the world.

Konstantinos	Lazarakis	MW	(Greece)

TRIPSCOM

Beverley	Blanning	MW Patrick	Farrell	MW

Philip	Goodband	MW Ying	Tan	MW Dirceu	Vianna	Junior	MWSarah	Kirkpatrick
IMW Head of Marketing, 

Communications and 
Membership

Belinda	Eaton
IMW Events Officer

Adrian	Garforth	MW
IMW Executive Director

Lisa	Granik	MW
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GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE 
CO-CHAIRS’ REPORT
With the recent updating of the Articles of 
Association and its code of conduct, the next 
task before the governance committee has been 
developing a set of standing orders, which set 
forth in greater detail some of the mechanics of 
how the IMW operates, including the remits of 
the various IMW committees. This is intended 
to display in greater transparency how the 
business of the IMW is conducted.

In addition, the governance committee has also been reviewing 
the IMW’s current conflicts of interest policy to ensure first, that 
all members have greater clarity as to what constitutes a conflict 
of interest, and second, that both members and the IMW are not 
impeded in their business pursuits. The governance committee 
was pleased to welcome Matthew Deller MW and Ying Tan MW 
among its members in 2020–21.

Lisa	Granik	MW	(US)	and	Caroline	Hermann	MW	(US)

GOVCOM

Adrian	Garforth	MW
IMW Executive Director

(London)

Neil	Hadley	MWSarah	Jane	Evans	MW

Caroline	Hermann	MW
Co-Chair

Steve	Charters	MW Matthew	Deller	MW

Ying	Tan	MW

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE 
CHAIR’S REPORT
MembCom exists to further the interests of 
individual members and keep the Council’s 
focus on delivering an IMW that listens to and 
acts on the concerns of our membership. 

The primary activity is to design and execute the member survey, 
intended to be run every 18 months to two years. The results of 
the last member survey were reported in early 2020 and found 
that there was an exceptionally high level of engagement with 
the IMW from a high percentage of MWs. It also highlighted, 
along with other things, the need for the following:

• Better external awareness of the work of Masters of Wine

• More professional development opportunities for MWs 
to keep their knowledge up-to-date

• The importance to members of the key topics of climate 
change and gender equality

A tracker to follow the progress of the IMW team has been 
shared with members and, at the time of writing, the committee 
are preparing the next member survey, to be completed by 
September 2021.

Justin	Howard-Sneyd	MW	(UK)

Nova	Cadamatre	MW Michael	Palij	MWSarah	Kirkpatrick
IMW Head of Marketing, 

Communications and 
Membership

Justin	Howard-Sneyd	MW
Chair

Caro	Maurer	MW

MEMBCOM

Lisa	Granik	MW
Co-Chair
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SUSTCOM

Kate	McIntyre	MW

Nicolas	Quillé	MW

Elizabeth	Kelly	MW Jane	Masters	MW

Ulf	Sjodin	MW

Caroline	Hermann	MW
Chair

Adrian	Garforth	MW
IMW Executive Director

Mark	O’Bryen	MW Luke	Stephen
IMW Office Coordinator

SUSTAINABILITY COMMITTEE 
CHAIR’S REPORT
The sustainability committee was formed 
in 2020 in response to both a growing trend 
towards more sustainable practices throughout 
the global wine sector and members’ interest 
in sustainability as expressed in the 2019 
member survey.

SustCom advises Council on matters pertaining to environmental 
concerns, sustainability governance and climate change issues 
related to the wine sector at large. The committee fulfills its 
duties by (1) recommending sustainability practices throughout 
IMW operations and events to make sustainability integral to the 
functioning of the organisation; (2) engaging members, students, 
sponsors, and the wider wine community in an ongoing dialogue 
about sustainability to enhance communication across sector; 
and (3) instilling a culture of sustainable long-term planning and 
forward-thinking.

Since the first meeting in October 2020, SustCom has developed 
a statement of intent (SoI) with Council ratification. The SoI sets 
forth a commitment to minimise the environmental impact of the 
IMW’s global activities whilst maintaining the learning experience 
and integrity of the educational programme with a goal of 
achieving carbon neutral status by 2025. Work has begun to 
develop a pilot programme and obtain a baseline measurement of 
current greenhouse gas emissions from all IMW-related activities. 

In support of engaging the wider wine community in thought-
provoking dialogues, and as part of the IMW webinar series, 
we held five webinars with many of the leading experts in the field 
of sustainability. All five sessions were very well received, with the 
first event ‘The impact of climate change on the global wine trade’ 
recorded as the most popular, and an overall average attendance 
of up to 500 participants. You can view the details of the sessions 
on page 22. The committee also began engaging with EEB through 
open discussion workshops to introduce sustainable concepts and 
approaches into the MW study programme. This was a first step 
in listening and finding opportunities for intersection.

Looking ahead, SustCom intends to continue its work towards 
the IMW carbon neutrality goal, develop and hold sustainability 
themed webinars and events, and engage with EEB, Council, 
supporters, and IMW committees to integrate sustainability into 
IMW operations and ethos. The committee may explore whether 
the IMW should adopt certain UN Sustainable Development Goals 
and may consider opportunities for collaboration on sustainability 
with other organisations.

Caroline	Hermann	MW	(US)
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DITCOM

Martin	Reyes	MWThomas	Parker	MW

Edouard	Baijot	MW Adrian	Garforth	MW
IMW Executive Director

Lynne	Coyle	MW

Sarah	Kirkpatrick
IMW Head of Marketing, 

Comms and Membership

Bree	Stock	MW Cathy	van	Zyl	MW

Lisa	Granik	MW
Co-Chair

Stephen	Wong	MW
Co-Chair

DIVERSITY, INCLUSION 
AND TRANSFORMATION 
COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS’ 
REPORT 
DITCom formed last year in the midst of the 
pandemic, and have worked remotely to bring 
about change. The first and most crucial point 
which we all agree on, is that true diversity and 
inclusiveness will have to come from sustained, 
and at times, uncomfortable change. 

There will be many steps and it will not happen overnight. 
The tail end of 2020 saw the rollout of the diversity committee’s 
online diversity training. This is the first step of our diversity 
training programme. Successful completion of the training is, 
and will continue to be required for all members of Council, 
the executive office, and all members involved in education. 

Committee members also have developed a global database 
of BIPOC members of the wine trade, with their areas of 
experience, expertise, and contact information. This is designed 
to serve as a resource for any member looking to diversify their 
office, educational panel, and the like. The IMW website has 
been adjusted to reflect our own current diversity, and to 
make the IMW appear more accessible to a broader swath 
of the global population.

The diversity committee also authorised the executive office 
to represent the IMW in administering Liquid Icons’ Golden 
Vines scholarship programme, which is designed to provide 
financial assistance to nationalities and ethnicities heretofore 
unrepresented in the wine trade. This programme aims to 
eliminate or at least minimise the financial impediments that 
may have prevented some from pursuing education in the wine 
sector, whether through the Court of Master Sommeliers, the 
WSET, or, the IMW. The first winner of the Golden Vines Master 
of Wine scholarship is Mags Jango DipWSET, the founder of MJ 
Wine Cellars and Bame Wine Professionals UK. You can read 
more about this scholarship and winner Mags on page 54. In 
time we expect to have a greater pool of more diverse candidates 
eligible to successfully apply and achieve the MW qualification.

Lisa	Granik	MW	(US)	and	Stephen	Wong	MW	(New	Zealand)

Mags Jango, Golden Vines Master of Wine Scholarship winner
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IMW NORTH AMERICA 
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
As with the rest of the world, the past year 
saw Covid continue to dominate life here in 
North America.

While we were initially hopeful that the fall would see a possible 
return to in-person tastings in NA, the Delta variant and modest 
vaccination rates in the US meant that we are now looking into 
2022 for events.

Even with the world seemingly on pause, the IMWNA board has 
continued holding meetings and discussing how to support the 
IMW and engage with the North American trade. Interest in 
the MW qualification is exceptionally high, and with shifts in 
the Americas’ on-trade, the MW title’s relevancy has perhaps 
never been greater. We actively seek ways to capitalise on that 
momentum and shortly intend to establish a PR committee as 
part of the board.

As in years past, I wish to highlight the purpose of the IMWNA 
again. The board was established to address North America’s 
unique legal and tax structures, enhance the profile of NA-based 
MWs and facilitate a direct connection with the NA wine trade. 
It is the goal of IMWNA to maintain continued alignment with the 
IMW, and to that end we have recently completed an examination 
of our bylaws and governance structure to maintain that harmony 
in light of changes to the IMW articles of association.

This evaluation of our board structure also comes as we have two 
long-standing members retiring from their positions after many 
years of involvement. We want to take this opportunity to thank 
Igor Ryjenkov MW for his time and energy over the years and to 
express our deep appreciation to Mary Ewing-Mulligan MW for 
her years of service on the board, first as a member, then as the 
president and most recently, as the treasurer of the IMWNA. 

We continue to be pleased at the rate of growth of our 
organisation here in the US and Canada; we now have 10 MWs 
in Canada and 57 in the US. We remain hopeful that by all 
working together that the positive reputation of the Master of 
Wine title will continue to flourish in the years to come. 

Sheri	Sauter	Morano	MW	(US)

IMWNA	BOARD

Igor	Ryjenkov	MW Bree	Stock	MWTim	Marson	MW Eugene	Mlynczyk	MW

Sheryl	Sauter	Morano	MW
President

Mary	Ewing-Mulligan	MW
Treasurer

Charles	Curtis	MWMary	Gorman-McAdams	MW
Vice	President

Adrian	Garforth	MW
IMW Executive Director 

(Ex-Officio)

Andre	R.	Jaglom	
(Legal	Counsel)

Non-Voting Director

Mark	de	Vere	MW
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EEB

CO-OPTED	(2020–2021)

Adrian	Garforth	MW
IMW Executive Director

Linda	Jotham	MW Heidi	Mäkinen	MW Andrea	Pritzker	MW

Caro	Maurer	MW Debra	Meiburg	MW Dr	Simon	Rofe
External Examiner

Victoria	Burt	MW Sarah	Harrison
IMW Head of Study 

Programme and 
Development

Jean-Michel	Valette	MW
Chair

Neil	Tully	MW

EDUCATION AND EXAM 
BOARD CHAIR’S REPORT
Needless to say, our last ‘academic’ year was 
challenging, confounding and thoroughly out 
of any ‘ordinary’ that we could have imagined. 
Perhaps the biggest outward sign of the 
extraordinary circumstances we all faced was 
cancelling the 2020 closed book examination. 
But, in reality, all our activities from admissions 
to education, exam and annual celebration were 
affected somehow.

Please take a look at the committee reports that follow for a 
more detailed view of our challenges, but also of the resilience, 
creativity and concern for the student experience that motivated 
the executive team and our fellow MWs alike. Not only to keep 
things going but to improve and evolve what we do.

As organisations of all sorts learned to do things virtually, 
so did we. The education team, in particular, developed distance 
learning and assessment modules that will serve us well beyond 
the pandemic. At the same time, the office and the admissions 
team developed virtual introductions to the IMW, allowing for 
broad outreach while the RP team remained active, resulting in 
our welcoming 13 new MWs to the IMW this year.

My hope going forward is that the learnings, creativity and ‘out-of-
the-box’ thinking that permeated this year will lead us to re-think 
the student journey in ways that will energise us all. 

As I leave my post in September, I know that the future, whatever 
it may bring, is in the secure hands of a most capable group of 
MWs and executive team, including Steve Charters MW, who, 
after a year of shadowing, takes over as EEB chair and Sarah 
Harrison who leads the education team with energy, talent and 
concern for continuous improvement. I look forward to watching 
them and their teams lead us to new levels of excellence.

Jean-Michel	Valette	MW	(US)
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EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
CHAIR’S REPORT
It comes as no surprise that EdCom has faced 
its most challenging year to date. The issues 
confronting us were daunting. How could we 
provide students with the insights, tools and 
guidance from afar? How could we keep our 
students engaged and motivated? How could we 
determine fitness for stage two? How could we 
build student community at a distance? 

With the potential - and ultimately imminent - cancellation 
of in-person seminar weeks, course days and assessments, 
how could we be assured that students receive the best possible 
support for exam success?

EdCom made formidable decisions and tackled seemingly 
impossible and ever-changing logistical barriers with 
extraordinary purpose and collaboration. Together with Sarah 
Harrison, we drew upon the depths of our members’ energy and 
innovation to replace our in-person seminars with an exemplary 
series of fresh and personal online learning programmes. 

Ponder, for a moment, the daunting challenge of arranging 
individual wine samples for students across all geographic 
zones for eight full papers (12 flights each) plus several  
echnical tastings.

Our community owes a standing ovation to Natasha Hughes MW, 
who worked unremittingly to craft and populate this robust online 
learning programme. Seminar coordinators cancelled their long-
planned seminar weeks, energetically rolled up their sleeves 
and jumped in to help her provide what they love most: effective 
guidance to students. Under the leadership of Natasha, along with 
our theory chair, James Davis MW and practical chair, Matthew 
Stubbs MW, our educators, examiners and members delivered 
a rich array of online sessions, including below:

• Online seminar sessions

• PAMS feedback videos

• Practical interactive sessions

• Practical masterclasses

• Technical tastings

• TAMS feedback videos

90%
OF STAGE ONE 

STUDENTS 

91%
OF STAGE TWO 

STUDENTS 

WOULD RECOMMEND 
THE MW STUDY PROGRAMME 

TO AN ELIGIBLE FRIEND 
OR COLLEAGUE

83%
OF STAGE ONE 

STUDENTS STRONGLY 
AGREED OR AGREED

82%
OF STAGE TWO 

STUDENTS STRONGLY 
AGREED OR AGREED

“THE ONLINE SESSIONS 
HELPED ME BETTER 
PREPARE FOR THE 

PRACTICAL COMPONENT 
OF THE STAGE ONE 

ASSESSMENT/MW EXAM”

THE SELECTION OF 
WINE SAMPLES WERE 
OF HIGH QUALITY AND 
INCLUDED A USEFUL 

RANGE OF WINES

91%
OF STAGE ONE AND TWO 

STUDENTS STRONGLY 
AGREED OR AGREED 

ASSESSING THE 
QUALITY OF THE ONLINE 

SESSIONS OFFERED

83%
OF STAGE ONE 

STUDENTS RATED 
SESSIONS VERY GOOD 

OR GOOD

80%
OF STAGE TWO 

STUDENTS RATED 
SESSIONS VERY GOOD 

OR GOOD
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EDCOM

Michelle	Cherutti-Kowal	
MW

Barbara	Boyle	MW James	Davis	MWDebra	Meiburg	MW
Chair

Richard	Hemming	MW Tim	Jackson	MW Mary	Margaret	McCamic	
MW

Natasha	Hughes	MW

Alison	Eisermann	
Ctercteko	MW

Eric	Hemer	MWSarah	Harrison
IMW Head of Study 

Programme and 
Development

Mary	Gorman-McAdams	
MW

Matthew	Stubbs	MW Stephen	Wong	MW

Andrea	Pritzker	MWSarah	Knowles	MW Edward	Ragg	MW Rod	Smith	MW

• Theory interactive sessions

• Student-led sessions

• Mock exam feedback sessions

• One-to-one calls

• Research paper sessions

While students surely missed the classroom comradery and 
memory building evenings of our annual in-person seminars 
and events, there is no doubt that the online resources designed 
by Natasha and her team by far exceeded the focused learning 
opportunities made available to students in the past.  

The silver lining is that we could try a wide range of online 
formats, programmes and exercises. As a result, we have 
permanently added the new distance learning coordinator role 
to the education committee. We will continue to analyse, refine 
and amplify these sessions for the best student experiences 
and learning.

Our other activities continued apace, with Stephen Wong MW 
ensuring the well-coordinated marking of more than a thousand 
TAMS and PAMS submissions. Barbara Boyle MW and Tim 
Jackson MW challenged our students with hundreds of thought-
provoking practical questions as well as working with the 
committee to source the thousands of bottles required for tastings 
and mock exams. 

EdCom has more than twenty appointed coordinators supported 
by an unquantifiable number of MWs and the executive team. On 
behalf of the IMW, my heartfelt gratefulness to each committee 
member, mentor, tutor and Master of Wine who enriched the 
learning experiences of our students under the most difficult 
circumstances. Together we look forward to congratulating this 
special cohort of students in the years to come.

Debra	Meiburg	MW	(Hong	Kong)
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ONLINE	SEMINARS

Date Webinar	title Led	by

18	January	2021 Large scale winemaking Nigel Sneyd MW

4	February	2021 How honest is a wine label? Mark Pygott MW

22	February	2021 The fine wine market Matthew Hemming MW

5	March	2021 Fortified wines Sarah Jane Evans MW

12	March	2021 Climate change and viticulture Caroline Hermann MW

18	March	2021 The challenges of shipping wine Barry Dick MW

SEMINAR	ADDITIONAL	TASTINGS
Date Webinar	title Led	by

1	April	2021 Mental preparation session Andy Barton

6	April	2021 Burgundy tasting Richard Bampfield MW

7	April	2021 Don’t panic: What to do when you don’t know 
what the wine is Victoria Burt MW

8	April	2021 Botrytis and sweet wines tasting Richard Bampfield MW

PRACTICAL	MASTERCLASSES
Date Webinar	title Led	by

21	January	2021 Moet NV and Moet 2012 Richard Hemming MW

10	March	2021 Rioja Andrea Pritzker MW

16	March	2021 Prosecco Superiore DOCG: From the vineyard 
to the glass Michelle Cherutti-Kowal MW

RESEARCH	PAPER	SESSIONS
Date Webinar	title Led	by

3	March	2021 RP session Róisín Curley MW

4	March	2021 RP session Annette Lacey MW

10	March	2021 RP session Ross Wise MW

TECHNICAL	TASTINGS
Date Webinar	title Led	by

31	March	2021	(EUR);	30	March	
2021	(AUS);	12	April	2021	(US) T1: Tasting for quality Andrea Pritzker MW

1	April	2021	(EUR);	7	April	
2021	(AUS);	9	April	2021	(US) T2: Second tasting calibration Rod Smith MW

PRACTICAL	EXAM	CHAIR	INTERVIEW
Date Webinar	title Led	by

12	March	2021 Practical chair Q&A Peter Marks MW

STUDY PROGRAMME DISTANCE LEARNING
There were over 250 sessions conducted online during the year. 
The course day and seminar webinars were recorded and uploaded to 
the student area of the website – the details of these sessions are listed 
below. In addition, one-to-one ‘general chat’ sessions with Masters of 
Wine were also offered to students for the seminar.

COURSE	DAYS	ONE	AND	TWO
Date Webinar	title Led	by

12	October	2020 Tackling the MW study programme and exams as a non- 
native English speaker Andreas Kubach MW

16	October	2020 How to write a great essay part one: Structuring an essay Gary Werner

20	October	2020 A guide to MW tasting Cathy van Zyl MW

22	October	2020 Temperature control and winemaking Justin Howard-Sneyd MW

28	October	2020 Working at the HACCP/QA/QC coalface Fergal Tynan MW

2	November	2020 How to write a great essay part two: MW approaches to 
essay writing Eugene Mlynczyk MW

9	November	2020 Strategies for passing the MW practical exam Caroline Hermann MW

17	November	2020 What is the big deal about old vines? Peter Marks MW

3	December	2020 The use of stems/whole bunch in winemaking Robert MacCulloch MW

9	December	2020 New product development: Creating a private brand, 
from concept to shelf Jon Pepper MW

COURSE	DAYS	THREE	AND	FOUR
Date Webinar	title Led	by

14	May	2021 Price formation in Bordeaux James Davis MW

11	June	2021 Deconstructing theory paper four Regine Lee MW

29	June	2021 Deconstructing theory paper three Caroline Gilby MW

30	June	2021 A virtual tour of Accolade Park from offload to bottling James Davis MW

8	July	2021 Deconstructing theory paper two Mick O'Connell MW

12	July	2021 Deconstructing theory paper five Catriona Felstead MW

29	July	2021 Deconstructing theory paper one Michael Brajkovich MW
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EXAMCOM

Neil	Tully	MW
Chair and Chief Examiner

Peter	Marks	MW
Practical Chair

Sarah	Harrison
IMW Head of Study 

Programme and 
Development

Beverley	Blanning	MW
Theory Chair

Stephen	Skelton	MW
RP Chair

Patrick	O’Reilly
IMW Exam and RP 

Coordinator

Dr	Simon	Rofe
External Examiner

CHIEF EXAMINER’S REPORT
As John Hoskins MW handed me the chief 
examiner baton last September, we knew that 
much uncertainty lay ahead. Still, as far as was 
humanly possible, we were determined to 
hold our closed book exam again this year. 
When writing this report, the exam itself is 
just a few weeks away. Much work has gone 
on behind the scenes to make this a reality  
for 2021. 

With the many restrictions placed on travel this year, the aim has 
been to ensure that the greatest possible number of students can 
sit an exam somewhere. This year’s exam is therefore planned 
to take place in seven centres. In addition to London, Napa and 
Adelaide, we will hold the exam in Singapore; Helsinki, Finland; 
Málaga, Spain and Toronto, Canada. The exam itself is to be 
carried out under Covid-secure protocols; the exam’s security, 
confidentiality, and standards will not be compromised.

Informed by the detailed research carried out by Sarah Harrison 
and her team, the decision was taken to move the date of 
this year’s closed book exam to 31 August – 3 September. 
The examiners looked to set a date that is late enough in the 
year to avoid as many Covid-related restrictions as possible, 
but that did not overlap with preparations for the 2022 exam. 
Therefore, it is intended that the 2022 exam returns to our normal 
timing of June.

Notwithstanding this year’s changes to the closed book exam 
locations and timing, the research paper programme has 
continued on its usual course. The submissions produced a strong 
set of results, which led to 13 passes in total. This is a testament 
to our candidates’ hard work and the excellent team of advisors, 
markers and moderators led by Stephen Skelton MW since the 
research paper’s inception. Stephen now hands the baton on to 
Emma Jenkins MW.

I want to thank our teams of examiners, some 60, mostly 
anonymous, MWs worldwide (you know who you are!). 
Particularly over a period where routines have been disrupted, 
our exam would not be possible without you.

Neil	Tully	MW	(UK)
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ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE 
CHAIR’S REPORT
As a consequence of coronavirus, the admission 
for the MW study programme was adapted to 
the current situation. It was not so much the 
process itself as the approach to potential 
candidates beforehand. In former years the 
IMW offered around six introductory courses 
into the MW study programme. They were 
held over two days in different countries and 
continents around the world. All of those have 
now been transformed into online courses 
and sessions – in three different time zones. 
Altogether the members of AdCom have hosted 
14 online events via Zoom between March 
and May.

The difference between a course and a session was determinedby 
the length and intensity. Sessions lasted 1.5 hours and were held 
without a live tasting - 143 attendees have been reached this way. 
The introductory courses lasted around 2.5 hours which included 
a live tasting with two given wines. The attendees purchased 
the wines in advance. These courses were limited to 25 people 
to allow an extended Q&A at the end. 119 candidates used the 
opportunity.

Furthermore, the IMW hosted five introductory sessions in 
cooperation with AdCom exclusively for BIPOC candidates 
applying through the The Golden Vines™ Masters of Wine 
Scholarship. They were not only targeted to the potential winners 
of the scholarships. The offer from Liquid Icons included covering 
costs for the regular application process for every applicant. 
42 candidates attended those sessions. 

In total AdCom reached 304 potential candidates. The application 
process received only fine-tuning to improve the accuracy, and 
one of these changes proved to be very effective. A new eligibility 
validation was installed, which redirected candidates not fulfilling 
the professional requirements to the executive team to discuss 
the individual case further.

INTRODUCTIONS TO THE 
MW STUDY PROGRAMME
A series of online sessions and webinars 
were held from March to May, ahead of the 
application window opening.

The sessions combined elements from the introductory 
courses and information sessions, giving potential students 
the opportunity to ask questions directly to MWs and the IMW’s 
executive team. There were also five sessions exclusively for 
BIPOC candidates applying to the programme through the Golden 
Vines™ Masters of Wine Scholarship.

INFORMATION	SESSIONS

29	March	2021
Led by Caro Maurer MW

13	April	2021
Led by Matthew Forster MW

5	May	2021
Led by Matthew Forster MW

GOLDEN	VINES™	MASTERS	OF	
WINE	SCHOLARSHIP	SESSIONS

30	March	2021
Led by Sonal Holland MW and Caro Maurer MW

30	March	2021
Led by Caro Maurer MW and Martin Reyes MW

13	April	2021
Led by Caro Maurer MW and Martin Reyes MW

26	April	2021
Led by Caro Maurer MW and Lin Liu MW

26	April	2021
Led by Caro Maurer MW and Martin Reyes MW

INTRODUCTORY	COURSE	
WEBINARS	ALSO	INCLUDE

16	March	2021
Led by Mary Gorman-McAdams MW

25	March	2021
Led by Phil Reedman MW

21	April	2021
Led by Mary Gorman-McAdams MW

29	April	2021
Led by Phil Reedman MW

11	May	2021
Led by Caro Maurer MW

13	May	2021
Led by Caro Maurer MW

www.mastersofwine.org/become-an-mw
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Altogether the IMW received 130 applications, 29 less than last 
year. The reasons for this decrease have to be further explored, 
but it can be assumed this may be due to the pandemic and the 
financial implications for potential candidates. The new eligibility 
test may have also been an effective filter resulting in reduced 
applications. The application process is not final yet, but the entry 
exam results are looking extremely promising.

The committee will continue to extend the activities to promote 
the MW study programme. The future of the IMW can only be 
maintained by finding and motivating the best representatives of 
the world of wine to join the programme. AdCom will do its very 
best to achieve this ambitious target.

Caro	Maurer	MW	(Germany)

ADCOM

Matthew	Forster	MW Sarah	Harrison
IMW Head of Study 

Programme and 
Development

Caro	Maurer	MW
Chair

Mary	Gorman-McAdams	
MW

Debra	Meiburg	MW Ying	Tan	MW
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RPCOM

Sarah	Harrison
IMW Head of Study 

Programme and 
Development

Stephen	Skelton	MW
Chair

Patrick	O’Reilly
IMW Exam and RP 

Coordinator

Victoria	Burt	MW
RP Coordinator

Neil	Tully	MW
Chief Examiner

Emma	Symington	MW
RP Coordinator

Emma	Jenkins	MW
RP Coordinator

RESEARCH PAPER 
CHAIR’S REPORT
I joined the RP team in 2013 when the last of the 
dissertations were coming through and the first 
of the research papers (RP) were being started. 

The heart of the RP process is the team who are the interface 
between the candidates and their advisors, helping them write, 
and re-write their research paper proposal (RPP) which is the most 
important document to get right before embarking on the process 
of collecting the data, doing the research and putting pen to paper. 
It is against the RPP that the RP is examined. Get the research 
questions right, answer them satisfactorily, and the RP should 
pass. Not only is there the team, Emma Jenkins MW (who is taking 
over from me) plus Victoria Burt MW and Emma Symington MW, 
but also the advisors, at least one per candidate, the examiners, 
two per paper, and the moderators, around three to five MWs. At its 
peak, when we had around 45 RPs in the process of being written, 
up to 100 different MWs were engaged in some part of the process.

It was my hope when I started that we could get at least 75 per 
cent of papers a pass at the first attempt. I thought that with 
good RPPs, sound advice from both the team, and their advisors, 
most candidates would be able to write a passing paper, if not with 
ease, but at least one that passed. Sadly, this has not been my 
experience and the first-time pass rate is only around 50 per cent. 
Today, around half the RPs presented get ‘referred’ and the 
candidates receive a very detailed ‘refer report’ which gives them 
a blueprint for re-writing their RP so that it passes. To date, 
we have never had a failing RP. It’s been a memorable journey 
and I have seen and read some remarkable RPs which I am sure 
have helped expand both my knowledge of the world of wine, 
as well as those who read them.

Stephen	Skelton	MW	(UK)
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VIRTUAL STUDENT TRIPS AND TASTINGS
While travel was unable to take place over the past year, the IMW’s 
supporters and the global wine community rose to the challenge 
adapting in person offerings to digital formats. A large portion of 
these events were initiated to support students and to continue to 
provide them additional study and tasting opportunities alongside 
the core programme.

DOÑA	PAULA	–	THE	VITICULTURAL	
CHALLENGES	FACING	WINE	
PRODUCTION	IN	ARGENTINA
1	October	2020
Hosted by Santa Rita Estates
Moderator: Richard Bampfield MW
Speaker: Martin Kaiser (viticulturist, Doña Paula)

2020	CHILE	VINTAGE	REPORT
6	October	2020
Hosted by Wines of Chile
Moderator: Jonas Tofterup MW
Panel: Claudio Pastenes (professor, Chile 
University, Agronomist and PhD), Felipe 
Müller (winemaker and CEO, Tabalí), Viviana 
Navarrete (winemaker, Viña Leyda) and Christian 
Sepulveda (winemaker, Bouchon)

THE	PRACTICAL	APPLICATION	
OF	SUSTAINABILITY	IN	A	LARGE	
MODERN	BUSINESS
10	November	2020
Hosted by Santa Rita Estates
Moderator: Richard Bampfield MW
Speaker: Elena Carretero (Corporate affairs 
and sustainability director Santa Rita Estates)

PROSECCO	VIRTUAL	TRIP
16–17	November	2020
Hosted by Conegliano Valdobbiadene 
Prosecco Supriore DOCG
Moderators: Michelle Cherutti-Kowal MW 

and Conegliano Valdobbiadene Prosecco 
Superiore DOCG), Giulia Pussini (marketing 
manager of the consortium), Roberto Merlo 
(agronomist of the consortium), Andrea Miotto 
(enologist, confraternity of Valdobbiadene), 
Leopoldo Saccon (architect), Prof. Diego Tomasi 
and Federica Gaiotti (authors of the zoning study 
of the appellation).
15 students participated in a variety of live 
webinars and virtual tastings over two days

WISE	AND	WISER	–	THE	SANTA	
RITA	ESTATES	VINEYARD	
REGENERATION	PROGRAMME	
THEN	AND	NOW
24	February	2021
Hosted by Santa Rita Estates
Moderator: Richard Bampfield MW
Speaker: Jaime de la Barra (director 
of winegrowing, Santa Rita Estates)

SAUTERNES	–	REMAINING	
FINANCIALLY	VIABLE	FOR	
THE	FUTURE
25	March	2021
Hosted by Les Conseil des Grands Crus 
Classes en 1885
Moderator: Mary Gorman-McAdams MW
Panel: Slanie de Pontac-Ricard (president, 
Conseil des Grands Crus Classes de Sauternes 
and Barsac en 1855 and owner, Ch. de Myrat), 
Jean Compeyrot (owner, Ch. Sigalas Rabaud) 
and co-president of AOC. Sauternes & Barsac: 
Jean-Jacques Dubourdieu (owner, Doisy-
Daene, Barsac) and David Bolzan (MD, Chateau 
Lafaurie-Peyraguey – Lalique Cristallerie)

EXPORT	MARKET	CHALLENGES
29	March	2021
Hosted by Les Conseil des Grands Crus 
Classes en 1885
Moderator: Mary Gorman-McAdams MW
Panel: Frédéric Castéja (Negociant Borie 
Manoux – GVG – MalherBesse, family owns 
GCC Pauillac Batailley and Lynch Moussas) 
and Claire Lurton (G&C Lurton Estates)

DOURO	REGION	VIRTUAL	TRIP
19–20	April	2021
Hosted by Symington Family Estates,
Quinta do Noval and the Fladgate Partnership
Day 1 moderated by Barbara Boyle MW
Day 2 moderated by Lydia Harrison MW
Speakers: Johnny Symington (Chairman, 
Symington Family Estates), Adrian Bridge (CEO, 
The Fladgate Partnership), Carlos Agrellos 
(technical director, Quinta do Noval), Emiliano 
Di Renzo (Symington Family Estates) David 
Guimaraens (The Fladgate Partnership), 
Charles Symington (Symington Family Estates), 
Euan Mackay (Symington Family Estates), 
Marta Mendonça (The Fladgate Partnership), 
Rob Symington (Symington Family Estates) 
and Pedro Leite (Symington Family Estates) 
Eight live webinar sessions took place over 
two days with 105 students participating

HUNGARIAN	WINE	
VIRTUAL	TASTING
4	May	2021
Hosted by Agricultural Marketing Centre, 
Herczeg Agnes Wine Consulting and Wines 
of Hungary 
Moderators: Natasha Hughes MW and 
Sue Tolson
Panel: György Lőrincz (Winemaker, St Andrea), 
Zoltán Heimann (Winemaker, Heimann and Fiai), 
Christopher Donaldson MW, István Szepsy 
(Co-owner, Szepsy Prince) and Stefano 
Chioccioli (Consultant winemaker, Sauska)

THE	ROLE	OF	BIODIVERSITY,	
CLIMATE	AND	WINEMAKING	
IN	TRENTODOC
10	May	2021
Hosted by Trentodoc
Moderator: Gabriele Gorelli MW
Panel: Prof. Fulvio Mattivi (Professor of Food 
Chemistry, University of Trento), Lucio Matricardi 
(Winemaker, Mezzacorona), Daniele Endrici 
(B.Sc. International Wine Business and Oenology 
of Geisenheim, Co-Owner of Endrizzi) and 
Marcello Lunelli (Vice President Gruppo Lunelli 
and Chief of Ferrari winemakers)

RESEARCH	AND	DEVELOPMENT	
IN	CHILE	WITH	ANDRES	ILABACA
9	June	2021
Hosted by Santa Rita Estates
Moderator: Richard Bampfield MW
Andres Ilabaca (director of research and 
development, Santa Rita Estates)

ALTO	ADIGE	MASTERCLASS	
AND	VIRTUAL	TASTING
10	June	2021
Hosted by Südtirol/Alto Adige Wines
Moderator: Nancy Gilchrist MW
Panel: Alexandra Cembran (Head of marketing 
Consorzio Vini Alto Adige), Clemens Lageder 
(Owner, Alois Lageder Wine Estate), Klaus Gasser 
(Marketing and sales director, Cantina Terlan) 
and Armin Gratl (Director, Cantina Valle Isarco)

AUSTRIAN	WINE	VIRTUAL	TRIP
20–21	July	2021
Hosted by Austrian Wine
Moderator: Michael Tischler-Zimmermann
Speakers: Chris Yorke (CEO, Austrian Wine), 
Willi Balanjuk (Journalist, Editor and Wine 
critic), Roman Horvath MW, Josef Schuller MW, 
Christina Rasmussen (Co-founder and author 
at Littlewine.co), Simon Woolf (Founder and 
editor at The Morning Claret), Andreas Wickhoff 
and Georg Schweitzer (Managing Director of 
Wine Burgenland)
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BURSARIES AND SCHOLARSHIPS
MW students were once again given opportunities to apply for bursaries 
and scholarships from IMW supporters and friends in the trade.

FICOFI	
SCHOLARSHIP

The	FICOFI	scholarship	
is	open	to	stage	two	
students	in	the	MW	study	

programme	based	in	Mainland	China,	Hong	
Kong,	Macau,	Taiwan	or	Singapore.	FICOFI	is	
a	private	club	that	aims	to	connect	the	finest	
producers	to	the	most	discerning	wine	lovers	
who	share	a	passion	for	Grand	Crus.	It	has	
offices	in	Paris,	Bordeaux,	Singapore	and	
Hong	Kong.	

The 2021 FICOFI scholarship was awarded 
to stage two student Aki Wong. Aki grew up in 
New Zealand and is now based in her native 
Hong Kong. Formerly a business analyst and 
customer relationship management consultant, 
Aki switched to the wine industry in 2011 after 
backpacking for a year in Europe. Aki received 
£5,000 to be put towards MW study programme 
fees, exam sitting fees as well as to cover some 
travel costs or any expenses related to accessing 
wine tastings important for her studies.

GEORGE	T.	
GAMBLIN	
MEMORIAL	
SCHOLARSHIP

Mary	Margaret	McCamic	MW	established	
the	George	T.	Gamblin	Memorial	scholarship	
in	2018	in	honour	of	her	late	father,	
a	retired	doctor	and	former	US	Naval	officer.	
The	scholarship	was	founded	with	the	hope	
of	inspiring	top	wine	students	to	relate	wine	
to	something	beyond	the	textbook.

Eligible students are required to submit 
a wine-related original piece, and the topic 
will vary in format each year. The scholarship 
is awarded annually to an MW student who 
demonstrates a particular appreciation for 
how wine taps into our creative senses.

The 2020 recipient was Evmorfia Kostaki, a stage 
one MW student who received $500 to be used 
toward her MW studies. Evmorfia grew up in 
Samos, Greece, where she currently lives and 
works, and holds a master in viticulture and 
enology with studies in Montpellier, Bordeaux, 
Udine and Davis, as well as the WSET Diploma.

GOLDEN	VINES™	
SCHOLARSHIP

Liquid	Icons	–	the	fine	
wine	research	and	
content	production	

company	founded	by	the	late,	great	Gerard	
Basset	OBE	MW	MS	and	his	friend	Lewis	
Chester	DipWSET	–	announced	Mags	Jango	
DipWSET	as	the	recipient	of	its	Golden	Vines™	
MW	scholarship.	

The scholarship was open to BAME/BIPOC 
candidates from all over the world wishing 
to undertake the MW study programme. 
The scholarship is worth £12,500, and will cover 
Mags’s study programme fees including the full 
costs of tuition, exam and tastings. It has been 
funded by the Gerard Basset Wine Education 
Charitable Foundation from monies raised at 
the Golden Vines™ Awards Ceremony and Dinner 
to be held at Annabel’s Private Members Club 
on 7 October 2021.

Mags’s wine journey began in 2009 when he 
chose to take up a role at his local Waitrose after 
completing A Levels. He earned the level 2 and 3 
WSET Awards in Wines during his time there, 
as well as the level 2 WSET Awards in Spirits. 
In 2014, he decided to study for the WSET 
Diploma and accepted an on-trade sales role 
with Winetraders UK. In 2016, Mags completed 
the WSET Diploma with Merit. He then qualified 
as a WSET Certified Educator the following 
autumn and became an external educator for the 
WSET School in Bermondsey, as he continued to 
build sales experience. His most recent venture, 
MJ Wine Cellars, focuses both on creating 
brands for UK retailers, and on importing niche, 
small batch, hand-crafted wines. Mags also 
founded Bame Wine Professionals UK, where his 
goal is to unearth, celebrate and promote BAME 
talent in the wine industry.

IWSC	SCHOLARSHIP

IMW	supporter	IWSC	
Foundation	awarded	10	
MW	students	with	a	special	
scholarship	due	to	the	

Covid-19	pandemic.	Ten	students	from	stage	
two	of	the	MW	study	programme	share	
a	portion	of	£23,500.

IWSC Foundation made the fund available 
to current stage two and three MW students 
experiencing significant financial hardship. 
The purpose of the scholarship is to support 
students who may have struggled to complete 
their studies due to lack of funds – job loss 
or a reduction in earnings, for example – given 
the global pandemic. The Foundation assessed 
the applications on a case-by-case basis, which 
asked students to give details of their situation 
and how much money they would like to receive. 
Due to the sensitive nature of this scholarship, 
the IMW did not name the students who received 
a share of the fund.
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LALLEMAND	BURSARY

In	its	annual	bursary	for	MW	students,	IMW	
supporter	Lallemand	Oenology	awarded	the	
first	prize	to	Emily	Brighton	and	offered	a	
second	prize	to	Lenka	Davis.	Lallemand	felt	
that	adding	a	second	prize	would	be	beneficial	
in	these	difficult	times.	Lallemand,	a	leading	
producer	of	wine	yeast,	bacteria	and	their	
nutrients,	first	established	the	bursary	in	2010.

The 2021 bursary was open to all stage one and 
stage two MW students, who were asked to write 
an essay in response to: ‘Discuss the strengths 
and weaknesses of natural wines. Is the natural 
wine movement a passing trend or something 
that is here to stay?’ Stage two student Emily 
Brighton was awarded £1,500 to support her MW 
studies. Emily is technical manager at North 
South Wines, a dynamic, sustainability-focused 
UK importer and distributor. She is responsible 
for managing the quality, legality and safety of 
their products, which are sourced from across 
the winemaking world. The second prize of 
£500 was awarded to stage one student Lenka 
Davis. Formerly a public radio journalist from 
Slovakia, Lenka joined the wine industry after 
moving to California in 2014. She is currently 
wine director at Barbareño Restaurant and has 
assisted several Santa Barbara restaurants 
gradually introduce the local community to the 
benefits of conscientiously farmed wine made 
in a transparent fashion.

MERENDINO	FOUNDATION	
SCHOLARSHIP

Stage	two	MW	student	Alessandra	Esteves	
was	awarded	the	Merendino	Foundation	
scholarship.	Based	in	Jacksonville,	the	
Merendino	Foundation	financially	assists	
Florida	residents	who	seek	education	
or	professional	certification	in	fine	wine,	
or	other	craft	spirits.

The Foundation was set up in memory of the 
late Robert D. Merendino, a fine wine and 
spirits merchant based in Florida. Mostly 
covering WSET, Wine Scholar Guild and Court 
of Sommelier courses, this is the first time 
the Merendino Foundation has been awarded 
to an MW student. To be considered for the 
scholarship, applicants were asked to submit a 
series of documents, including recommendation 
letters and an essay in response to the following: 
‘Describe how your prior industry service has 
shaped who you are today, what aspirations you 
now have and what your experiences have taught 
you. Also, discuss why you believe the assistance 
requested will help you advance your future 
career within the industry.’ Alessandra Esteves 
is the director of wine education for Florida 
Wine Academy in Miami and co-founder of 305 
Wines, VinoSummit and Miami Champagne 
Week. Alessandra received USD $13,110 to be 
put towards MW study programme fees between 
stage one and stage two.

SOMMFOUNDATION	SCHOLARSHIP

Stage	two	MW	student	Ivonne	Nill	received	
the	2021	SommFoundation	MW	scholarship.	
She	was	awarded	$3000	to	assist	with	the	
cost	of	her	studies.	Originally	from	Asunción,	
Paraguay,	Ivonne	is	a	public	relations	
consultant	and	trade	liaison	at	Hispanics	
in	Wine.

In this role she works to expand the Hispanics 
in Wine community through networking and 
developing new trade relationships. The mission 
of SommFoundation (The Guild of Sommeliers 
Education Foundation) is to assist wine and 
spirits professionals to achieve the highest level 
of proficiency and accreditation in the food and 
beverage industry. SommFoundation provides 
enrichment opportunities and scholarships to 
sommeliers, restaurant professionals, wine 
journalists, and winemakers to elevate the level 
of competency in the understanding of the world 
of wine and spirits.

WINE	SCHOLAR	GUILD	
SCHOLARSHIP

MW	students	Charles	Foley,	Xin	Huang	and	
Nicholas	Poletto	were	selected	for	the	2021	
Wine	Scholar	Guild	scholarship.	They	were	
each	awarded	full	tuition	for,	respectively,	the	
Italian	Wine	Scholar,	Spanish	Wine	Scholar	and	
French	Wine	Scholar	programme	in	distance-
learning	format.	

Wine Scholar Guild (WSG) is the leading provider 
of specialised certification programmes on the 
wines of France, Italy and Spain. Its study and 
certification programmes offer wine industry 
members and committed students of wine the 
opportunity to specialise in the wine country of 
their choice. These advanced wine education 
programmes provide current, accurate and 
in-depth information on the wines of France, 
Italy and Spain. All three winners are stage two 
students on the study programme.
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ANNUAL AWARDS  
CEREMONY 2020
In a typical year, the annual awards ceremony 
celebrates the inauguration of the new MWs to 
the IMW and recognises individual excellence in 
areas of the MW exam. As holding an in-person 
awards ceremony was impossible this year, 
the IMW marketing team produced a digital 
celebration, shared far and wide. The 23 new 
Masters of Wine passed stage three of the 
MW exam in February and August 2020. 

23
NEW MASTERS 

OF WINE

Based in nine different countries, the 2020 
vintage is Mike Best MW (UK), Nick Bielak MW 
(UK), Jacqueline Cole Blisson MW (Canada), 
Beans Boughton MW (UAE), Duane Coates MW 
(Australia), Vanessa Conlin MW (US), Róisín 
Curley MW (Ireland), Tracey Dobbin MW (France), 
Heidi Iren Hansen MW (Norway), Christophe 
Heynen MW (Belgium), Elizabeth Kelly MW (UK), 
Pasi Ketolainen MW (Finland), Annette Lacey 
MW (Australia), Ido Lewinsohn MW (Israel), 
Lin Liu MW (France), William Lowe MW (UK), 
Curtis Mann MW (US), Geoffrey Moss MW 
(Canada), Ray O’Connor MW (UK), Beth Pearce 
MW (UK), Adam Porter MW (UK), Louise Wilson 
MW (Canada) and Ross Wise MW (Canada).

The annual awards ceremony for the 2020 MWs 
has been re-arranged for December 2021 at 
Vintners’ Hall, London, to celebrate their 
achievement in person.

www.mastersofwine.org/about-us/annual-
awards-ceremony

http://www.mastersofwine.org/about-us/annual-awards-ceremony
http://www.mastersofwine.org/about-us/annual-awards-ceremony


VINTAGE MASTERS OF WINE
Philip Goodband MW, Sarah Morphew Stephen MW and John Salvi MW 
are also honoured in the 15-minute film, as they each celebrated their 
50th year as a Master of Wine. Special mention is given to Michael 
Broadbent MW, who sadly died in March 2020 – his 60th year as an MW.

50	YEARS	OF	MEMBERSHIP

Philip	Goodband	MW
Philip is an active international independent consultant MW 
with a particular interest in innovation in the wine sector, 
sustainability and the environment. He has held many leadership 
roles at the top of the wine and spirits industry. Philip was 
uniquely Vintners Scholar and the youngest ever Master of Wine 
in the same year, rising to be IMW chair in 1984/85 when he 
championed its internationalisation. His senior appointments 
include directorships of Stowells of Chelsea, European Cellars 
Group, Grants of St James’s, the Wine Promotions Board, and 
the Wine Standards Board of the UK. For many years until 2020, 
Philip served as chair of judges at the prestigious International 
Wine & Spirit Competition in London. He has also served as a 
trustee of the WSET and is currently senior tutor for the WSET 
School Diploma online. He is currently, among other things, 
on the advisory board of FIVS and a trustee/director of the Masters 
of Wine Endowment Company. His international perspective on 
the wine industry is further strengthened by his tourism work in 
Tuscany, as a counsellor to the Commanderie de Bordeaux and 
through various consultancies.

John	Salvi	MW
John spent 40 years in the wine trade, drinking every great bottle 
from every great vintage, and eating his way round the world many 
times. He retired in 1997. John also wrote a serious treatise of the 
development of the palate related to age and experience.

Sarah	Morphew	Stephen	MW	
After studying oenology at Bordeaux University, Sarah worked 
for Harvey’s of Bristol, St. James’s bonded warehouse in 
Bermondsey, Brown and Park at the Stockwell Bottling plant 
and IDV, where she passed the MW exam to become the first 
female MW. She then became a wines and spirits buyer for Sam 
Smith’s Brewery before taking over as controller for wines,  
spirits and beer at ASDA superstores. She moved to London 
to become marketing director for Stowells of Chelsea when 
the three-litre winebox was launched. After moving to Scotland 
with her husband, she opened Glasgow’s first wine warehouse, 
the Barrel Selection. Later, she developed this into an agency 
supplying wine to the Scottish wholesale trade. In 1997, Sarah 
retired from the wine trade when she purchased her first 
Georgian, Edinburgh property as offices, for conversion to 
residential use under the BSA property banner. This led to other 
similar building projects, and her appointment in 2000 as 
a consultant to Knight Frank International seeking suitable 
property for overseas buyers. Her property development interests 
have now moved to Portugal, where the second property is 
currently under re-construction.

60	YEARS	OF	MEMBERSHIP

Michael	Broadbent	MW
Born in Yorkshire in 1927, Michael studied architecture at Bartlett 
School of Architecture, University College London before joining 
the Royal Artillery where he was 2nd Lieutenant from 1945 to 
1948. He joined Laytons Wine Merchants as a trainee in 1952 
where his wine career started. After a two year stint at Saccone 
& Speed Michael joined John Harvey & Sons Ltd Bristol in 1955. 
He was initially in charge of the North region both in shops and 
marketing, before becoming a director and finally the UK sales 
director. Michael passed the MW exam in 1960, and a few years 
later he joined Christie’s in July 1966 where he created their 
first specialised wine department. He was responsible for 
starting Christie’s wine auctions, which he conducted worldwide. 
Until 1992 he was the senior director of Christie’s wine 
department, and he remained a senior consultant with the firm 
until 2009. He was chairman of the IMW in 1970. A wine writer 
and critic, Michael produced an extraordinary amount of tasting 
notes from his life in wine which are widely available to read. 
He published many books, including Michael Broadbent’s Wine 
Tasting and the Great Vintage Wine Book. We had the pleasure 
of celebrating Michael’s 90th birthday with him at the new IMW 
office opening in 2017, and we are sure many of you joined him 
in 2019 at Vintners’ Hall for the launch of his latest book. 
Michael died on 17 March 2020.
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IMW SUPPORTERS
The IMW has 32 supporters from around the world, who work jointly 
with the IMW to promote its mission of excellence, interaction and 
learning across all sectors of the global wine community. 

PRINCIPAL	SUPPORTERS:

MAJOR	SUPPORTERS:

SUPPORTERS:

Le Conseil des Grands 
Crus Classés en 1855

Estates & Wines

Familia Torres

Gonzalez Byass

Grupo Rioja

Hatch Mansfield

IWSC Foundation

Lallemand

MACH Flynt, Inc./DC Flynt 
MW Selections

Maison Louis Latour

Primum Familiae Vini

Santa Rita Estates

Silicon Valley Bank

Südtirol/Alto Adige Wines

Swiss Wine

Symington Family Estates

Trentodoc

Villa Maria Group

The Vintners’ Company

Austrian Wine 

AXA Millésimes

Constellation Brands

Madame Bollinger 
Foundation

Waitrose & Partners

E. & J. Gallo Winery

Istituto Grandi Marchi

Jackson Family Wines

Riedel

Ste. Michelle Wine Estates

Taransaud Tonnellerie

Wine Australia

Wine Institute

IWSC	FOUNDATION

IWSC Foundation is a non-profit organisation 
and the charitable arm of the IWSC. Established 
in October 2018, the Foundation aims to advance 
causes key to the growth and long-term health 
of the global wine and spirit industry. It also 
awards grants to individuals and organisations 
that support and promote the Foundations’ 
core objectives.

The Foundation has worked closely with the 
IMW over recent years, which has included 
a scholarship opportunity for students on the 
MW study programme.

Since 2018, the Foundation has awarded 10 
scholarships of £5,000 to MW students, and in 
2021 a new scholarship initiative was announced, 
where ten students from stage two of the MW 
study programme shared a portion of £23,500.

In addition, a special grant will be awarded 
to students most in need following the 
Covid-19 crisis.

Christelle Guibert, CEO of the IWSC said 
“IWSC Foundation is committed to supporting 
the wine industry, promoting education and 
championing future talents. The Institute 
of Master of Wine is a globally recognised 
establishment that has been providing a 
world-class education for more than 65 years; 
we couldn’t think of a better organisation to 
collaborate with. We already work very closely 
with many members of the IMW, and we are 
delighted to strengthen our relationship and 
support the programme and many students.”

WINE	AUSTRALIA	

Wine Australia supports a competitive wine 
sector by investing in research, development 
and adoption (RD&A), growing domestic and 
international markets, protecting the reputation 
of Australian wine and ensuring compliance 
through its regulatory functions.

The IMW and Wine Australia worked together 
on the planned 2022 symposium for a few years 
before announcing the event would be postponed 
to 2026. 

However, despite this disappointment, it was a 
pleasure to announce that they would become a 
major supporter of the IMW on a five-year term. 

Adrian Garforth MW said at the time, “We are 
delighted to welcome Wine Australia into the 
IMW family of supporters. This long-term 
agreement will build upon the relationship 
developed over the last two years and should 
pave the way towards an exceptional event 
in 2026.”

NEW SUPPORTERS
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HONORARY  
TREASURER’S REPORT
Accounts for the year ended 31 March 2021

OVERVIEW

We started last year having limited knowledge of what was ahead 
of us – the cancellation of the exam, a move to online learning, 
no possibility of running any events and our staff trying to manage 
working from home. This has understandably taken its toll on the 
profitability of the IMW, and the final numbers reflect the balance 
between supporting the needs of members and students whilst 
trying to reduce costs to mitigate the loss of income.

2021		
£000

Inc/(Dec)	
£000

2020
£000

Income 1,071.9 (874.4) 1,946.3

Direct	expenditure	–	staff	costs (338.0) 123.9 (461.9)

Direct	expenditure	–	other (557.8) 490.5 (1,048.3)

Gross	surplus 176.1 (260.0) 436.1

Administrative	expenses (591.8) (16.3) (575.5)

Interest	receivable 7.1 (0.8) 7.9

Surplus	/	(deficit)	before	
taxation (408.6) (277.1) (131.5)

Tax	on	surplus	/	(deficit) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Surplus	/	(deficit)	for	
the	financial	year (408.6) (277.1) (131.5)

The financial results for the year were as follows:

More detailed analysis and explanation of the results follows.

Laura Evans ACA MW

Income

INCOME,	DIRECT	EXPENDITURE	
AND	GROSS	SURPLUS

The table below shows the breakdown of income by area of activity:

2021
£000

Inc/(Dec)	
£000

2020
£000

Corporate	support 365.0 7.5 357.5

Study	programme	income 636.9 (811.0) 1,447.9

Membership	income 67.9 (30.5) 98.4

Events	and	trips	 2.1 (40.4) 42.5

Total 1,071.9 (874.4) 1,946.3

   Corporate support and general 
34%

   Membership income 
6%

   Study programme income 
60%
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Corporate	support

There were no significant changes to corporate support during the 
year, but since the year end, we have been delighted to welcome 
the IWSC Foundation and Wine Australia as supporters of the 
IMW. We are very grateful to all our supporters for continuing to 
work with us despite what has been a difficult year for everyone.

Education	and	exam

In the year ended 31 March 2021, we suffered a gross deficit 
of £71.2k on direct education and exam activities, compared with 
a surplus of £265.5k in the previous year. The following table 
shows the situation after an allocation of central overhead costs 
has been made. 

EDUCATION	AND	EXAM	INCOME	
AND	EXPENDITURE

2021	
£000

Inc/(Dec)	
£000

2020
£000

Income 636.8 (811.0) 1,447.8

Direct	expenditure (708.0) 474.2 (1,182.2)

Gross	surplus	/	(deficit)	from	
education	and	exam (71.2) (336.8) 265.6

Allocation	of	central	overheads (387.4) 124.4 (511.8)

Net	surplus	/	(deficit)	
on	education	and	exam (458.6) (212.4) (246.2)

Due to the travel restrictions imposed during the pandemic 
we were unable to hold the exam this year, and the education 
seminars had to be conducted online. The total student body has 
shown a decrease of approximately 33% compared to last year, 
with stage two numbers being affected more than stage one as 
students opted to defer their education until the following year.

The costs of delivering the education and exam programme 
were significantly reduced due to savings on venue hire and 
travel. There were still some fixed costs relating to the exam, 
in particular the ExamSoft software licence, and there were 
increased costs in distributing wine samples to students to 
support their online learning.

Membership	income

Membership income is down by £30.5k as it was felt that the 
annual subscription should be made voluntary for this year, 
to help those members suffering financially as a result of 
Covid-19. We are grateful to those who chose to make additional 
donations to help cover the shortfall in fees. 

Events	and	trips

It has not been possible to run any trips or events during the 
financial year.

The following chart shows the breakdown of direct expenditure 
by activity and is inclusive of direct staff costs:

Direct	expenses	(including	salaries)

   Supporters 
6%

   Membership 
5%

   Study programme 
85%

   MW events, trips and other 
4%
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CENTRAL	CHARGES:	ADMINISTRATION,	
GOVERNANCE,	MARKETING	AND	
COMMUNICATION	EXPENSES

The following table shows a breakdown of overheads for the year: 

2021	
£000

Inc/(Dec)	
£000

2020
£000

Indirect	staff	costs 259.4 146.1 113.3

Establishment	costs 162.3 24.5 137.8

General	administrative	expenses 132.8 (98.0) 230.8

Finance	charges (4.5) (64.2) 59.7

Depreciation	costs 34.0 0.1 33.9

Total	administrative	expenses 584.0 8.5 575.5

From	cost	of	sales

Governance 1.0 (22.4) 23.4

Marketing	and	communications 67.0 (28.6) 95.6

Total	central	charges 652.0 (42.5) 694.5

Indirect salary costs relate to administration staff only, 
all other staff costs are now being allocated to the relevant 
income streams. Total staff costs are lower than the previous 
year by £26.9k, but due to the reduced level of activity the 
proportion allocated to direct activities is reduced leading 
to an apparent increase in indirect costs.

The establishment costs are higher, as last year included 
a credit relating to the dilapidation provision of £16k 
as settlement was reached and it was no longer required.  

The largest individual items included in general administrative 
expenses were: computer expenses of £27.4k (2020: £29.4k); 
audit fees of £18.0k (2020: £11.8k), operating leases on 
equipment of £10.4k (2020: £9.4k) and legal and professional 
fees of £52.9k (2020: 94.3k). There were no recruitment fees 
in the year (2020: £35k).

Included in finance charges is a gain on foreign exchange of 
£15.0k in the year (2020: loss of £17.0k). In addition, there was 
a reduction in bank charges of £23.3k as a result of reduced 
activity, in particular as regards foreign payments and receipts.

Savings of £15.8k have been made on governance as members 
have been unable to travel, so all Council and other committee 
meetings have been virtual during the year.  Communication costs 
showed savings of £17.1k compared to last year as trade fairs 
were cancelled and we moved away from printing to more digital 
communication.

Central	overheads

  2021

  2020

£250,000

£150,000

£200,000

£100,000

£50,000

Governance Marketing and 
comms

Indirect staff 
costs

Establishment General 
admin

Finance 
charges

Depreciation
£0

TAXATION

Corporation tax is charged on those of the IMW’s activities 
which involve trade with non-members. After allocating costs 
against relevant member and non-member trading, there is 
no corporation tax payable for the year (2020: £0).
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Balance	sheet
A summarised balance sheet is set out below:

2021	
£000

Inc/(Dec)	
£000

2020
£000

Fixed	assets 29.7 (31.5) 61.2

Current	assets 1,114.2 (83.1) 1,197.3

Creditors	due	within	one	year (585.2) (106.5) (478.7)

Creditors	due	after	
more	than	one	year (279.9) (187.6) (92.3)

Net	assets 278.8 (408.7) 687.5

Capital	and	reserves:

Income	and	expenditure	account 278.8 (408.7) 687.5

Members’	funds 278.8 (408.7) 687.5

Fixed	assets

The decrease in fixed assets relates largely to depreciation on 
the fitout costs for the Riverlight Quay office.

Current	assets

Debtors include a non-current balance of £350k lent to the 
Masters of Wine Endowment Company on a 20-year loan 
agreement (2020: £350k). 

Creditors

During the year the IMW took out a Coronavirus Business 
Interruption Loan of £250k to ensure that it had sufficient funds 
to meet its liabilities. The loan is interest free for the first year, 
after which interest is charged at 3.49% above BoE base rate. 
The loan is repayable by September 2023. Of the total loan, 
£187.5k is shown as due after one year.

CONCLUSION

This has been my final year as treasurer of the IMW, and I would 
have liked to have been able to report a comfortable surplus. 
However, I believe that the executive team, with the support of 
Council and the dedicated army of MWs who offer their services, 
have done an amazing job of keeping as many students as 
possible engaged, managing an unprecedented online education 
programme and engaging webinars for members whilst battling 
with constantly changing Covid regulations, and controlling costs 
to minimise the financial impact of the pandemic. I am very 
grateful to them for all they have done to ensure that we finished 
the year in the best position possible. Our focus for the next few 
years must be to rebuild our reserves to be enable us to move 
forward with confidence as we grow and develop the IMW.

I have thoroughly enjoyed my 14 years serving you as treasurer 
and am confident that in handing over to my successor Philip 
Harden MW I am leaving the IMW in very safe hands.

Laura	Evans	ACA	MW	(UK)
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Accounts for the year ended 31 March 2021

OVERVIEW

This year I am delighted to report that our investments have 
recovered from the downturn experienced at the outset of the 
Covid-19 outbreak at the end of last year, and are now valued 
significantly above their pre-Covid levels.

Financial results for the year were as follows:

2021
£000

Inc/(Dec)	
£000

2020
£000

Income 96.0 0.0 96.0

Direct	expenditure 0.0 6.2 (6.2)

Gross	surplus	/	(deficit) 96.0 6.2 89.8

Administrative	expenses (30.4) (10.3) (20.1)

Operating	surplus	/	(deficit) 65.6 (4.1) 69.7

Dividends	from	investments 5.8 3.3 2.5

Interest	receivable 0.4 (1.3) 1.7

Interest	payable (27.9) 7.7 (35.6)

Gain	/	(loss)	on	revaluation	
of	investments	 107.3 162.6 (55.3)

Surplus	/	(deficit)	before	taxation 151.2 168.2 (17.0)

Tax	on	surplus	/	(deficit) (19.2) 7.3 (11.9)

Surplus	/	(deficit)	for	
the	financial	year 132.0 160.9 (28.9)

MASTERS OF WINE ENDOWMENT 
COMPANY TREASURER’S REPORT
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More detailed analysis of the results follows:

INCOME

2021
£000

Inc/(Dec)	
£000

2020
£000

Rental	income 96.0 0.0 96.0

Total	income 96.0 (0.0) 96.0

The rent income is the rent paid by the Institute of Masters 
of Wine in respect of the Riverlight property.

ADMINISTRATIVE	EXPENSES

The following table shows a breakdown of administration 
expenses for the year:

During the year an amount of £10.4k was given to the IMW to 
purchase wine for the study programme. These funds were the 
final tranche of a donation given by a member for this purpose. 
General administrative expenses include investment management 
fees from our external fund managers, and honoraria for our 
three MW investment officers.

2021
£000

Inc/(Dec)	
£000

2020
£000

Support	given	to	IMW 10.4 10.4 –

Legal	and	professional	fees 0.1 (4.9) 5.0

Auditor’s	fees 11.5 4.7 6.8

Property	valuation	fee 0.9 0.1 0.8

General	administrative	expenses 7.5 0.0 7.5

Total 30.4 10.3 20.1

BALANCE	SHEET

A summarised balance sheet is set out below:

2021
£000

Inc/(Dec)	
£000

2020
£000

Fixed	assets

Investment	properties 2,100.0 0.0 2,100.0

Investments 655.2 110.6 544.6

Current	assets 294.5 (25.7) 320.2

Creditors	due	within	one	year (106.0) 11.1 (117.1)

Creditors	due	more	than	one	year (1,241.0) 55.3 (1,296.3)

Provision	for	liabilities (43.0) (9.9) (33.1)

Net	assets 1,659.7 141.4 1,518.3

Capital	and	reserves

Profit	and	loss	reserves 1,659.7 141.4 1,518.3
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Fixed	asset	investment	property

The fixed asset figure of £2,100.0k relates 
to the Riverlight property. As an investment 
property, a revaluation has been performed 
at the year-end, which showed no change 
in the market value.

Fixed	asset	investments

Investments are stated at the market value at 
the balance sheet date. As at 31 March 2021 
£600k has been placed with fund managers. 
Last year we reported that due to the impact 
of Covid-19 the carrying value had fallen to 
£545k, however this position has now reversed, 
and the investments are now valued at £52.5k 
over their original cost. In the coming year 
it is proposed to invest further tranches in 
managed funds and continue to focus on the 
environmental, social and governance ratings 
of our investments to ensure they meet the 
best possible standards.

Current	assets

The bank balance at the year-end was £271.4k, 
with a debtors’ balance of £23.1k, which is 
made up of accrued investment and dividend 
income, amounts due from related parties, 
and prepayments of building and estate repairs.

Creditors

Creditors due within one year are made up of 
the mortgage repayments due in the coming 
year (£76.3k), amounts owing to HMRC for VAT 
(3.8k), and trade plus other creditors (£25.8k).

Amounts falling due after one year are the 
balance on the mortgage (£890.9k) and the loan 
from the IMW to purchase the property (£350k). 

Provision	for	liabilities

This relates to a provision for deferred taxation 
(£43k) in respect of the unrealised profit on 
revaluation of fixed assets, to account for the 
future liability if the gains are crystallised.

CONCLUSION

At the end of my final year as treasurer it is 
very pleasing to see our investments not only 
recovering from the difficult year last year but 
also showing significant growth. Our investment 
strategy is geared to the long term, and I am very 
grateful to our investment officers for all their 
hard work in overseeing the funds to ensure the 
value is maximised for the future. I leave you in 
the capable hands of Simon Field MW: I would 
like to welcome him to the role and hope he 
enjoys it as much as I have.

Laura	Evans	ACA	MW	(UK)

INVESTMENT	OFFICERS

Philip	Harden	MW Andy	Howard	MW Hugo	Rose	MW

MWEC	BOARD	OF	DIRECTORS

Pierpaolo	Petrassi	MW Adrian	Garforth	MW
(Ex-Officio)

Philip	Goodband	MWMichael	Brajkovich	MW Steve	Charters	MWLaura	Evans	MW
Chair
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JOE	NAUGHALTY	MW	
31	August	1928	–	16	January	2021	

Joe became a Master of Wine in 1968 and celebrated his 50 years as a member 
in 2018. He did not start his career in the wine trade as after leaving the army, 
Joe went to join the squad at Everton Football Club. But, he soon realised his 
true calling lay not in football, but in alcohol.

He started his professional life in wine as a clerk at the largest brewery in 
Liverpool, but soon found himself working in, and then running, their wine 
department. The company became part of Allied Breweries, and Joe found himself 
not just working in wine, but also acting as their chief whisky blender – blending 
all the whiskies for Allied Breweries worldwide. He spent much time in Japan, 
where these skills were feted.

He then joined Avery’s, where ultimately he became the MD. Joe also worked 
for Eldridge Pope – helping them turn their wine department into a fine wine 
department, and was the chairman of JB Raynier.

He was still working as a fine wine consultant at the age of 90, and as he told us 
at the time of celebrating his 50 years as an MW, “I’ve enjoyed every day of my 
wine career.”

He is survived by his wife of 70 years, Futhey, and four children, Martin, Rod, 
Jeremy and Angela.

His son Martin told us Joe enjoyed his wine to the end, “We shared a remarkably 
excellent 1985 Hospices de Beaune, cuveé Dames-Hospitaliêres over lunch 
at Christmas.”

DENIS	WILLIAMS	MW
28	September	1927	–	16	February	2021

Denis became a Master of Wine in 1958 and celebrated his 60 years as a member 
in 2018.

Brought up teetotal, and after a somewhat chaotic education during the war, 
Denis joined the London House of Sichel in 1948 as a trainee.

The family company had offices in Mainz and in Bordeaux and he spent a year 
in each learning the basics of winemaking and wine handling. Sichel specialised 
in the wines of Germany and France and it had, hidden in its large portfolio, a brand 
name, Blue Nun, which was used for a light Rhine wine of a reasonable quality.

After the war palates were gasping for fruit and a touch of sweetness, and so 
this proved a huge success across the world – as many people’s first introduction 
to wine. The company developed from small beginnings, and Denis’s career 
progressed from wine-handling to joining the board, and ultimately becoming 
the MD.

He served for some years on the IMW practical panel and then took over the 
running of the exam. In those days he was able to field first-growths without 
bankrupting the IMW. He was chairman of the IMW in 1962 and served on the 
then Wine Development Board and as chairman of the Rhine & Moselle Wine 
Shippers’ Committee.

OBITUARIES
JACK	DE	CARTERET	MW
22	March	1932	–	24	March	2021

Jack was born in Bordeaux and spent his whole working life in wine. He became 
an MW in 1969 and celebrated his 50 years as a member in 2019.

He spent 15 years (less two for National Service) with Sichel & Co (Bordeaux), 
working with Allan Sichel then later Peter Sichel, six years with Greene King & 
Sons (Bury St Edmunds), five years with F & E May (London), and 23 years with 
Eldridge Pope & Co (Dorset).

During his time in the wine trade, he covered most administrative, buying, 
and selling roles, the latter for the last 12 years of his career.

Read the full versions of these obituaries, including tributes from MWs, at:

www.mastersofwine.org/in-memoriam
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PRINCIPAL	SUPPORTERS
• Austrian Wine

• AXA Millésimes

• Constellation Brands

• Madame Bollinger Foundation

• Waitrose & Partners

MAJOR	SUPPORTERS
• E. & J. Gallo Winery

• Istituto Grandi Marchi

• Jackson Family Wines

• Riedel

• Ste. Michelle Wine Estates

• Taransaud Tonnellerie

• Wine Australia

• Wine Institute

SUPPORTERS
• Le Conseil des Grands Crus Classés en 1855

• Estates & Wines

• Familia Torres

• Gonzalez Byass

• Grupo Rioja

• Hatch Mansfield

• IWSC Foundation

• Lallemand

• MACH Flynt, Inc./DC Flynt MW Selections

• Maison Louis Latour

• Primum Familiae Vini

• Santa Rita Estates

• Silicon Valley Bank

• Südtirol/Alto Adige Wines

• Swiss Wine

• Symington Family Estates

• Trentodoc

• Villa Maria Group

• The Vintners’ Company
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